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 In his violin sonatas, Charles Ives frequently parodies fiddling style, both through overt 
quotes of fiddle tunes, as well as inventive compositional devices that mimic the fiddler’s style 
of bowing, ornamenting a melody, or generally rustic performance. Given the breadth of these 
fiddling allusions, it is important that violinists who perform Ives’s sonatas understand the 
distinctive aesthetics of fiddle performance, including the numerous ways in which it diverges 
from classical performance. In this dissertation, I survey pedagogical writings on fiddling, 
notated tunes, and recorded fiddling performances in an effort to characterize the performance 
practices of fiddlers from Ives’s native New England region. My findings from this study are 
then applied to the subsequent performance analysis of Ives’s Second Violin Sonata, in which I 
discuss technical and interpretational considerations to help violinists mimic fiddlers and fiddle 
music. Specifically, this analysis examines issues of bow stroke and execution, bowing patterns, 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 
Historically, fiddle playing was a vital fixture of rural New England life—the key source 
of musical entertainment at local dances, barn raisings, and other community events. During his 
childhood years in Danbury, Connecticut, Charles Ives frequently heard and was musically 
influenced by this vibrant, quintessentially American style of performance. In the four violin 
sonatas, he pulls from these aural memories through frequent compositional references to the 
fiddler’s manner of playing or direct quotes from tunes, and therefore invites or even demands 
that classical violinists mimic their fiddler counterparts. In this dissertation, I seek to help 
violinists rise to this challenge by bridging the stylistic gap between fiddling music and classical 
performance. More specifically, I explore the technical and stylistic qualities that define and 
differentiate New England fiddling style, and then suggest ways in which violinists may apply 
them to an interpretation of the Second Violin Sonata. My intention is that this project will serve 
as a model for enhancing Ives’s imitation of fiddling style in all of the violin sonatas through the 
adoption of fiddling techniques. 
 
Ives’s Use of Fiddle Style in the Four Violin Sonatas 
 In the words of Jan Swafford, Ives’s violin sonatas include numerous “evocations of 
country fiddling,” including parodies of the fiddler’s bowing techniques, embellishment style, 
and rustic, unrefined manner of performance.1 Whenever Ives quotes or imitates fiddling music, 
this presents an opportunity for violinists to mimic the fiddler’s style and technique of playing, 
thus enhancing their interpretation and performance. However, as many violinists have little to 
                                                      
1 Jan Swafford, Charles Ives: A Life with Music (New York: Norton, 1996), 457n74. 
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no familiarity with fiddle music—a style of violin performance that differs substantially from 
classical technique—this poses a significant interpretational challenge. Although several scholars 
and performers have advocated for emulating the fiddler’s style when performing these sonatas, 
none have fully resolved the challenges or details of doing so. 
 
Use of Compositional Techniques to Mimic Fiddling Style 
Certain attributes of Ives’s mature compositional style assist him in crafting effective 
parodies and impressions of the fiddling style, genre, or performance atmosphere. This 
discussion briefly outlines the key means by which Ives references fiddle music and style within 
the four violin sonatas, including extensive borrowing from non-classical musical traditions, as 
well as the use of avant-garde compositional techniques. 
American popular music—specifically, fiddle tunes, Stephen Foster songs, ragtime, and 
concert band music—was a significant fixture in Ives’s early musical experience. As a mature 
composer, Ives drew heavily from this music, both through newly composed replications of these 
genres and in direct quotations from existing music, as a means of expressing an impression of a 
rural American experience or memories from his youth.2 In several works, notably “In the Barn” 
from the Second Violin Sonata, as well as the Second Symphony and Washington’s Birthday 
from New England Holidays, Ives quotes numerous fiddle and popular tunes in order to 
explicitly conjure a musical impression of the local barn dances he attended during his childhood 
in Danbury. 
                                                      
2 J. Peter Burkholder, All Made of Tunes: Charles Ives and the Uses of Musical Borrowing (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1995), 420–21. 
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In his early post-collegiate works, Ives honed avant-garde compositional techniques, 
creating several sketches and short pieces that experiment with novel ideas regarding pitch or 
rhythm, or attempt to recreate everyday aural experiences as concert music.3 A brief episode in 
his memoirs describes his process: 
I must say that many of those things were started as kinds [of] studies, or rather trying out 
sounds, beats, etc., usually by what is called politely “improvisation on the keyboard”—
what classmates in the flat called “resident disturbances.” For instance, All the Way 
Around and Back is but a trying to take off, in sounds and rhythms, a very common thing 
in a back lot—a foul ball—and the base runner on 3rd has to go all the way back to 1st.4 
 
Although Ives publicly regarded these initial experiments as “piano stunts” or a “nice joke,” he 
eventually included the techniques developed in these early sketches into his major works.5 In 
the violin sonatas specifically, Ives uses these experimental devices as an effective way to mimic 
the performance style of the fiddler or recreate the barn dance setting. For example, in the second 
movement of the Second Violin Sonata, Ives mimics the frenzied, sometimes chaotic commotion 
of the barn dance by layering or rapidly shifting between snippets of fiddle tunes. Throughout all 
four sonatas, Ives emulates the amateur and rustic style of the fiddler’s playing through extensive 
syncopation and metric shifts, unusual or jarring dissonances and modulations, and 
compositional allusions to tuning the instrument or accidentally playing too many strings at 
once.6 
                                                      
3 J. Peter Burkholder, “Ives and the Four Musical Traditions,” in Charles Ives and His World, ed. 
J. Peter Burkholder (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996), 14–16. 
 




6 Jacob A. Cohen, “Fiddling ‘In the Barn’ with Charles Ives,” Deep Focus: Enriching the Aspen 




One defining characteristic of Ives’s compositional style is his fusing or mixing of 
eclectic musical styles and influences within the same piece. In the four violin sonatas, his 
emulation of fiddling music and style coexists with references to different musical traditions, 
including other genres of American popular music and the traditions of European art music. For 
example, in the second movement of the Second Violin Sonata, perhaps the most overtly fiddle-
inspired of the sonata movements, Ives layers in ragtime rhythms and motives in the piano part. 
Furthermore, in the first and third movements of the Second and Fourth Violin Sonatas, Ives 
emulates elements of fiddling style in the violin part while crafting or developing themes derived 
from hymn tunes. 
 
Performance Challenges 
As expressed by numerous performers both of Ives’s time as well as the present, the 
violin sonatas deliver significant performance challenges to both violinists and pianists alike, 
with craggy, chromatic chords and melodic figurations, rhythmic complexity, the synthesis of 
competing musical styles, and issues of balance between the two instruments.7 Ives himself was 
somewhat open about the challenges regarding his music. For example, in a note to the 
manuscript of the Third Violin Sonata, Ives writes of the piano part, “it’s easier for four hands.”8 
As recorded in Ives’s memoirs, a handful of his violinist acquaintances rejected the works as 
                                                      
7 “On Performing the Violin Sonatas,” in An Ives Celebration: Papers and Panels of the Charles 
Ives Centennial Festival-Conference, ed. H. Wiley Hitchcock and Vivian Perlis (Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 1977), 127–31. 
 
8 Samuel Charters, liner notes to Charles Ives: The Sonatas for Violin and Piano, Paul Zukofsky 
and Gilbert Kalish, Folkways Records FM 3346, 1965, LP. 
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unplayable upon reading through them.9 Even contemporaries who were favorable to Ives and 
his compositions marveled at the difficulties of these works: in a letter to scholar Vivian Perlis, 
conductor Leopold Stokowski remarks, “recently I heard a violinist play some music for violin 
alone that sounded like Paganini. To my amazement I found that it was by Ives and was part of a 
sonata for violin and piano.”10  
A measured study of the sonatas reveals that evident performing difficulties derive from 
Ives’s rather unidiomatic writing for the violin. In the discussion “On the Violin Sonatas” from 
the proceedings of the Charles Ives Centennial Conference, violinist Nancy Mandel tempers 
Stokowski’s analysis, noting that Ives’s compositional approach to the violin discards the flashy 
virtuosity of Paganini and like composers in favor of his own “uniquely Ivesian virtuosity.”11 
Some of these apparent technical difficulties can be solved by approaching the sonatas from the 
technical perspective of a fiddler. For example, adopting elements of the fiddler’s relaxed and 
airy bowing technique can aid in the performance of uncomfortable string crossing passages that 
might otherwise perplex the classically trained violinist. 
Typically, each of the four violin sonatas features numerous direct quotations or allusions 
to hymn tunes and popular American music of the time, including ragtime, folk songs, and barn 
dance music. Ives’s replication of barn dance or fiddle music has a significant impact upon the 
interpretation of violin performance style in his music. As the musical entertainment at local barn 
                                                      
9 Ives, Memos, 70–71, 121–23. 
 
10 Leopold Stokowski to Vivian Perlis, December 20, 1969, Charles Ives Papers, Yale University 
Library, New Haven, CT. The violin works of Niccolò Paganini (1782–1840), virtuoso violinist 
and composer, feature extreme technical demands; examples include the Caprices, Op. 1. 
 
11 “On Performing the Violin Sonatas,” 127–28. 
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dances would feature or be led by a fiddler, the repertory was highly shaped by the fiddler’s 
technique and style of performance.12 The violin and what is referred to as a fiddle are no 
different in actual construction; however, fiddle players approach playing the instrument quite 
differently from classical violinists. To fully represent what Mandel refers to as the “distinctly 
American style of violin playing” introduced in these sonatas by Ives, it is important for 
violinists to be knowledgeable about fiddling technique, and to consider possible applications to 
their own performance of these sonatas.13 
 
Summary of Prior Research 
 Past research alludes to Ives’s emulation of fiddling music in the violin sonatas without 
delving into a great degree of detail. Continuing in her discussion of the sonatas at the Charles 
Ives Centennial Conference, Mandel asserts that, in sections that resemble or quote fiddle music, 
performers should play with “a high degree of spontaneity, vigor, and even roughness.”14 She 
goes on to quote Henry Cowell’s own description of a fiddler playing out of tune and without 
refinement; while colorful, nothing in the passage shows how such an approach might be applied 
to a performance of the sonatas.  
In his brief examination of Ives’s musical output, Ives: A Survey of the Music, H. Wiley 
Hitchcock opens a discussion of chamber music with a glance at the four violin sonatas. Almost 
immediately, Hitchcock acknowledges the country fiddling influence in the Second Violin 
                                                      
12 Jennifer C. Post, Music in Rural New England Family and Community Life, 1870–1940 
(Durham, New Hampshire: University of New Hampshire Press, 2004), 94. 
 





Sonata, citing the second movement as the most technically showy of the works.15 Overall, 
Hitchcock’s writing is less technically oriented, instead aiming for a descriptive look at select 
musical aspects of the sonatas, with some score examples to help elaborate his points. Jan 
Swafford, in the footnotes to Charles Ives: A Life with Music, asserts that the violin sonatas 
“contain some of Ives’s finest evocations of country fiddling,” and alludes thereafter to the 
importance of bowing in imitating this style. However, these remarks are devoid of any specific 
performance suggestions.16 
In contrast to the generic nature of the aforementioned books, two dissertations offer a 
limited number of specific performance considerations relevant to emulating fiddle style in the 
violin sonatas. In his dissertation, William C. Thompson explores the Fourth Violin Sonata from 
both analytical and performance practice perspectives.17 As a portion of the dissertation is 
devoted to a measure-by-measure guide to performance, Thompson does touch on Ives’s 
representation of fiddling style where it occurs and offers, from a violinist’s perspective, some 
techniques for highlighting it. However, as this dissertation is an all-encompassing guide to 
preparing the sonata for performance, and furthermore only devotes about fifteen pages to a 
performing guide, the ideas that Thompson presents demand further development. For example, 
Thompson alludes to repeated interjections of the pitches A, D, and G by the violin in the first 
                                                      
15 H. Wiley Hitchcock, Ives: A Survey of the Music (London: Oxford University Press, 1977), 
57–60. 
 
16 Swafford, Charles Ives: A Life with Music, 457n74. 
 
17 William C. Thompson, “The Fourth Sonata for Violin and Piano, Children’s Day at the Camp 
Meeting by Charles Ives: Contextual, Structural, and Stylistic Considerations” (DMA diss., Rice 
University, 2003), 69. 
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movement, and how the use of open strings on these pitches might suggest a fiddle player tuning 
his instrument, but does not supply all relevant examples in the movement.18 
Mary M. Theodore’s dissertation on all four of the violin sonatas as a collection concerns 
itself primarily with motivic analysis and its usefulness in performance preparation for parsing 
out melodic lines.19 She precedes the analytical section of her dissertation with a brief 
description of several of the stylistic traits present in the sonatas, and includes a section on what 
she refers to as Country Fiddler style. Theodore mentions a couple of the quoted fiddle tunes 
from the second movement of the Second Violin Sonata and offers her own performance 
suggestion for the execution of running, fiddle-like sixteenth notes; however, as in other 
literature, her discussion is of limited range.20 
 
The Scope of this Study 
The current study aims to more fully illuminate the performance of Ives’s specific 
references to, and representations of fiddle style within the violin sonatas. The remainder of the 
current chapter explores Ives’s opinions regarding performance and recounts his own exposure to 
fiddle music as recorded by his writings and other sources. In order to approach fiddling in an 
analytic context, the second chapter of this dissertation outlines the core stylistic traits of New 
England fiddle style—the type of fiddling with which Ives is likely to have been familiar—and 
compares fiddling technique and style with classical violin technique. The final chapter will 
                                                      
18 Thompson, “The Fourth Sonata,” 92. 
 
19 Mary M. Theodore, “The Violin and Piano Sonatas of Charles Ives: A Methodical Approach 
to Performance with Motivic Analysis” (DMA diss., University of Washington, 2003), 1. 
 
20 Ibid., 26. 
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examine the Second Violin Sonata, as it is the most derivative of fiddling influence. In this 
analysis, I will parse out passages in which Ives quotes fiddling tunes or mimics the style and 
offer performance suggestions to assist violinists in heightening the presentation of fiddle style 
within a classical technical framework. In my concluding thoughts, I will outline some avenues 
in which future research can analyze the remaining three violin sonatas, or some of Ives’s other 
works in a similar manner. 
 
A Survey of Ives’s Thoughts on Performance 
While much of Ives’s imitation and parody of fiddle playing involves quotation of fiddle 
tunes or the reproduction of characteristic fiddling gestures, there are numerous points in the 
violin sonatas in which the violinist can convey the aesthetic qualities of fiddling or unrefined 
playing, even apart from such overt references. Ives frequently rails against classical standards 
that promote “pretty” sounds or perfect execution, displaying an appreciation and wish for 
performers to adopt the rustic style of amateur or folk performers such as fiddle players, even if 
not explicitly directed to do so in the score. This and other of his attitudes towards performance 
support the conclusion that musicians may go beyond or even alter his written score in the 
service of musicality or adherence to a stylistic ideal such as presenting a convincing emulation 
of fiddling style. 
 
Ives’s Approach to Performing His Own Works 
 
Anecdotes from Ives’s acquaintances describe him approaching the performance of his 
own music in an improvisatory manner, an image supported by certain recorded examples of his 
 10 
playing.21 In 1938 and 1943, Ives recorded a handful of excerpts from the Concord Sonata. In 
these passages, he generally remains faithful to his pitch notation except in certain dramatic 
running gestures, while his interpretation of rhythmic notation is somewhat less precise.22 Such 
analysis of how and when Ives alters his own music can help violinists determine the extent to 
which it is acceptable to deviate from or improvise upon the score when emulating the fiddling 
aesthetic and style. 
In his performance of the third movement, “The Alcotts,” Ives adheres to a relatively 
strict interpretation of the score; the only modifications to the notated melodic line occur during 
the sixteenth notes on the sixth full beat of the movement and in the scalar figures in the first 
system of p. 56. Rhythmic gestures are generally executed accurately, albeit with some degree of 
rubato as the piano texture thickens. One notable exception includes the section marked slower 
and quietly in the third system of p. 55 as well as its parallel repetition in the second system of p. 
56. In these sections, Ives performs the dotted and syncopated gestures with a swung feeling, not 
adhering to the rhythms exactly as notated. In the notated measures of 6/4, Ives shortens some of 
the left-hand rhythms to such an extent that an entire beat is omitted from the measure. It is 
unclear whether or not these slight alterations are truly improvisations rather than conscious 
modifications of his conception of the piece; however, they do reflect Ives’s practical acceptance 
of the mutability of the score. 
Excerpts from the first movement, “Emerson,” display more pronounced inconsistencies 
of tempo and rhythm. For example, in one such excerpt, Ives denotes little rhythmic difference 
                                                      
21 “Conductors’ Experiences,” in Hitchcock and Perlis, An Ives Celebration, 115–16. 
 
22 Charles E. Ives, Ives Plays Ives: The Complete Recordings of Charles Ives at the Piano, 
recorded 1933–34, Anthology of Recorded Music, 2006, CD. 
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between eighth and sixteenth notes, particularly in the melodic figure in the first system of p. 6. 
Additionally, certain notated melodic figurations are not accurately or cleanly articulated. A key 
example includes the second measure of the fourth system of p. 17. Here, Ives preserves the 
general contour of the melodic figurations yet does not play all of the notated pitches within 
them, likely due to the rapidity of his accelerando to convey climbing up with rush and action.23 
In these excerpts from “Emerson,” Ives’s performing approach emphasizes above all the musical 
direction of phrases rather than the exact accuracy of notated pitches or rhythms. 
Altogether, Ives’s own approach to performing the Concord Sonata demonstrates a tacit 
acceptance of other performers making minor modifications to the score in pursuit of superior 
musical expression. In the violin sonatas more specifically, I believe it suggests the acceptability 
of making changes to written bowings and slurs, or exaggerating certain rhythmic, articulation, 
and tonal effects in order to more convincingly imitate fiddling style. 
 
Thoughts about Musicians and Performing 
Much of Ives’s strife with musicians stems from their chilly reception to his music. The 
composer recounts several occasions in which his violinist acquaintances deemed his 
compositions unmusical or unplayable.24 Ives’s descriptions of these events reveal discrepancies 
between composer and performer regarding that which is essential to a successful performance. 
For example, in the following passage, he displays little patience for the performer’s limitations 
                                                      
23 Charles E. Ives, Piano Sonata no. 2, “Concord” (New York: Associated Music Publishers, 
1947), 17. 
 
24 Ives, Memos, 70–71, 98, 121–23. 
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and expresses a willingness to sacrifice quality of sound or technical execution in favor of 
adherence to his originally written ideas or stylistic concept: 
A [manuscript] score is brought to a concertmaster—he may be a violinist—he is kindly 
disposed, he looks it over, and casually fastens on a passage: “That’s bad for the 
fiddles—it doesn’t hang just right—write it like this, they will play it better.” But that one 
phrase is the germ of the whole thing. “Never mind, it will fit the hand better this way—it 
will sound better.” My God! What has sound got to do with music! The waiter brings the 
only fresh egg he has, but the man at breakfast sends it back because it doesn’t fit his 
eggcup. Why can’t music go out in the same way it comes in to a man, without having to 
crawl over a fence of sounds, thoraxes, catguts, wire, wood, and brass?25 
 
In other writings, Ives openly rejects and denigrates the “nice” sounds produced by the top 
performers of his day.26 Ives’s reactions to the renowned Kneisel String Quartet describe his 
distaste for their refined performances and the music programmed on their concerts. By contrast, 
Ives’s subsequent description of one of his own string quartet compositions illuminates some of 
his own ideals regarding how string players should perform: 
A whole evening of mellifluous sounds, perfect cadences, perfect ladies, perfect 
programs, and not a dissonant cuss word to stop the anemia and beauty during the whole 
evening. It was probably my fault, but it somehow got me in wrong with the string 
quartet…I got to feel, at a Kneisel Quartet concert, finally that I was resting my ears on a 
parfumed sofa-cushion—so got out!27  
 
Too much of what was easy and usual to play and to hear was called beautiful, etc.—the 
same old even-vibration, Sybaritic apron-strings, keeping music too much tied to the old 
ladies. The string quartet music got more and more weak, trite, and effeminate. After one 
of those Kneisel Quartet concerts in the old Mendelssohn Hall, I started a string quartet 
score, half mad, half in fun, and half to try out, practice, and have some fun with making 
those men fiddlers get up and do something like men.28 
 
                                                      
25 Charles E. Ives, Essays Before a Sonata, The Majority, and Other Writings, ed. Howard 
Boatwright (New York: Norton, 1961), 84. 
 




28 Ibid., 74. 
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In these episodes, Ives separates his music and how he desires his music to be performed from 
prevailing trends in stringed instrument performance, which, by his account, value beauty and 
evenness of tone, facility of technique, and a lack of dissonance. On the other hand, Ives 
demands that string players perform with a strong, perhaps even strident tone. By colloquially 
referring to the classically trained musicians who might play his own string quartet as “fiddlers,” 
Ives possibly connotes a desire for a less refined, fiddle-inspired performance in many, if not all 
of his works featuring strings.29  
Commentary from contemporaries of Ives support this analysis. In a discussion at the 
Ives Centennial Conference, composer and conductor Gunther Schuller considers a performance 
challenge evident in the Fourth Symphony, in which a solo bassoon must struggle to be heard 
over a thick orchestral texture: 
In any case, I would lean toward being quite literally accurate in performing that and just 
let the chips fall where they may. I find that if you do that, the music, even in its most 
complex structures, comes out with a lean, brittle, hard, clean sound which Ives loved and 
which is quite a long way away from the typically Germanic sound which he abhorred—
the thick, rich sonority. Ives could of course write music that is very sentimental and very 
warm in a typically almost native American way, and yet it’s never pretty, and I don’t 
think it ever should be pretty in the normal sense of the word.30 
 
The four violin sonatas pose a similar challenge to violinists, as Ives’s piano textures are 
frequently rather thick and loud. Both Ives’s writings and Schuller’s interpretation of Ives’s 
works and thoughts support an approach in which the violinist competes with the piano sound, 
                                                      
29 This being said, in the passage, Ives is not referring to actual fiddle players, but rather is using 
an informal term used interchangeably with violinist; John Kirkpatrick, in a letter to Ives and his 
wife, similarly refers to the “excellent fiddler” Louise Rood before describing her mostly 
classically trained background. John Kirkpatrick to Charles and Harmony Ives, August 31, 1944, 
in Selected Correspondence of Charles Ives, ed. Tom C. Owens (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2007), 304. 
 
30 “Conductors’ Experiences,” 114. Emphasis in original. 
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even at the risk of a less desirable tone quality, as opposed to the pianist giving dynamic leeway 
to the violin sonority. 
 In a reminiscence about the local camp meetings he attended as a young child, Ives 
celebrates the innate musicality present within otherwise untrained musicians and recalls how his 
father George fostered and defended the emotional delivery of congregational singing.31  
Once a nice young man…said to Father, “How can you stand to hear old John Bell (the 
best stone-mason in town) sing?” (as he used to at Camp Meetings) Father said, “He is a 
supreme musician.” The young man (nice and educated) was horrified—“Why, he sings 
off the key, the wrong notes and everything—and that horrible, raucous voice—and he 
bellows out and hits notes no one else does—it’s awful!” Father said, “Watch him closely 
and reverently, look into his face and hear the music of the ages. Don’t pay too much 
attention to the sounds—for if you do, you may miss the music. You won’t get a wild, 
heroic ride to heaven on pretty little sounds.”32 
 
Father, who led the singing, sometimes with his cornet or his voice, sometimes with both 
voice and arms, and sometimes in the quieter hymns with a French horn or violin, would 
always encourage the people to sing their own way. Most of them knew the words and 
music (theirs) by heart, and sang it that way. If they threw the poet or the composer 
around a bit, so much the better for the poetry and the music.33 
 
Whether or not the first account is an invention or elaboration, George instilled in Charles a 
belief that true musicianship supersedes training and technique and is based more on the 
emotional expression of the musician, regardless of the sounds that are actually played or sung. 
These feelings likely nurtured a similar appreciation for the rough yet vivacious musicality of 
local fiddlers over the polished yet “trite” presentations of certain classical musicians. 
 As regards his own compositions, Ives was keenly aware of their difficulties. In brief 
notes in his memoirs and manuscripts, he offers performing suggestions and even apologetic 
                                                      
31 Ives, Memos, 132–33. 
 
32 Ibid., 132. 
 
33 Ibid., 133. 
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notes to the performer.34 Furthermore, contemporary accounts recall Ives improvising when 
playing his own compositions. As Lehman Engel asserts at the Ives Centennial Conference, “I 
knew Ives, and he often played sections of his music for me. It’s my feeling that he had a sense 
of improvisation about everything and that nothing was literal.” While this might bestow a 
certain freedom upon performers of Ives’s works, as an added complication, Ives was by several 
accounts remarkably demanding and precise in the preparation of his scores for publication.35 
Conductor Gregg Smith offers an explanation for this dichotomy: 
John Kirkpatrick said to me that he remembers Ives being furious if people tried to 
change his notation, although he had a very interesting attitude toward an improvisatory 
character of performance. He kind of liked people to take off once they had worked out 
what the music was about; then he relished the idea of an instrumentalist even adding his 
own ideas.36 
 
Although Ives possessed a steadfast opinion on what his music should look like on the printed 
page, even amidst continual self-editing, in actual execution, he held a greater acceptance for 
performers approaching it in “their own way.”37 For the violinist, this again supports the 
acceptability of going beyond Ives’s score in order to perform the sonatas in the style of the 
country fiddler.   
                                                      
34 In the manuscript to the second movement of the Third Violin Sonata, Ives writes of the piano 
part, “throwing the vs and clarinet strns and cornet into piano causes the awkward passages (it’s 
easier for four hands).” Charles Ives, Sonata no. 3 for Violin and Piano, manuscript, MS 14, box 
11, Charles Ives Papers, Yale University Library, New Haven, CT. 
 
35 One such example includes the letters between Harmony Ives and Lou Harrison, who prepared 
the Third Symphony for publication: even as Ives’s health was declining, he continued to 
forward exceptionally specific notation changes to Harrison. Harmony Ives to Lou Harrison, 
June 28, 1946, in Owens, Selected Correspondence, 325–26. 
 
36 “Conductors’ Experiences,” 116. 
 
37 Ives, Memos, 133. 
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Ives and Fiddling Music 
Ives developed an understanding and appreciation of fiddling music at a young age, 
having grown up listening to fiddlers play at local barn dances or with his father’s bands, and 
hearing stories about the old-time fiddlers of his father’s youth.38 In Henry Cowell’s words, as a 
child, “he heard more than one kind of highly expert fiddling for dances, played as a matter of 
course with a clean technical skill and a hard-driving rhythm rarely matched on the concert 
stage.” By listing Ives’s aural exposure to fiddlers and fiddle music alongside that of the hymns 
and brass band music so often associated with his mature compositions, Cowell validates that his 
familiarity with this genre was deep and, furthermore, crucial to his compositional 
development.39 
At the time of his father George’s youth, fiddle music flourished in popularity. According 
to Feder, Danbury retained two skillful fiddlers, Judge Homer Peters and James W. Nichols; 
Peters was of particular renown in the area. Little is written about their fiddling activities, much 
less their playing style, as the practice of fiddle playing was almost entirely an oral tradition.40 
However, Nichols was an exception to this rule, as he left behind a diary, in which he recorded 
that he and Peters performed “an infinite variety of jigs, waltzes, reels, and cotillons” for local 
parties and dances.41 
                                                      
38 Ives, Memos, 97; Jacob Cohen, “Fiddling ‘In the Barn.’” 
 
39 Henry Cowell and Sidney Cowell, Charles Ives and His Music (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1955), 23. 
 
40 Stuart Feder, Charles Ives: “My Father’s Song,” A Psychoanalytic Biography (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1992), 28. 
 
41 James W. Nichols, “Log Book of the Barque James W. Nichols Bound to ‘That bourne 
whence no traveller returns,’” quoted in Feder, Charles Ives: “My Father’s Song,” 28. 
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By the time of Charles Ives’s childhood, John Starr was among the most prominent 
fiddlers of the Danbury music scene, featuring prominently at barn dances or performing as a 
guest with George’s bands. Starr became a boyhood hero to Ives; John Kirkpatrick asserts that 
certain mature compositions almost certainly reference Starr’s performances.42 Additionally, 
Swafford considers the possibility that Ives’s childhood composition New Year’s Dance for 
piano may be a representation of Starr’s playing as seen through the lens of the young boy.43 
Whether or not this is accurate, the short, relatively simple work does present Ives’s attempt to 
write a fiddle tune. In the piece, Ives represents fiddling style most effectively through running 
sixteenth note gestures in outlined arpeggios and cascading scales in thirds; additionally, dotted 
rhythmic gestures evoke the vibrancy of barn dancing music. 
A later recollection provides Ives’s adult perspective on the barn dance experience. In a 
discussion in his memoirs on Washington’s Birthday, Ives describes these dances, pulling from 
his own childhood recollections, as well as his father’s descriptions; the work is loosely 
reflective of these memories. 
The middle part and the shorter last part are but kinds of refrains made up of some of the 
old barn-dance tunes and songs of the day (half humorous, half sentimental, and half 
serious). As I remember some of these dances as a boy, and also from father’s description 
of some of the old dancing and fiddle playing, there was more variety of tempo than in 
the present-day dances. In some parts of the hall a group would be dancing a polka, while 
in another a waltz, with perhaps a quadrille or lancers going on in the middle. Some of 
the players in the band would, in an impromptu way, pick up with the polka, and some 
with the waltz or march. Often the piccolo or cornet would throw in “asides.” Sometimes 
the change in tempo and mixed rhythms would be caused by a fiddler who, after playing 
three or four hours steadily, was getting a little sleepy—or by another player who had 
been seated too near the hard cider barrel.44 
                                                      
42 Ives, Memos, 52. John Kirkpatrick asserts that “the old barn-dance fiddles on top” in the 
Second Symphony is very likely a memory of John Starr’s playing. Ibid., 52n5. 
 
43 Swafford, Charles Ives: A Life with Music, 95–96. 
 
44 Ives, Memos, 97. 
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Ives’s vivid description here depicts an informal, cacophonous affair, with several different types 
of dances going on simultaneously, and a drowsy or drunk fiddle player playing in an even more 
rustic manner than usual. Ives appreciated this chaos; he goes on to describe this event as 
“natural and interesting,” and laments the return to normalcy when everyone at the dance once 
again synchronizes with each other.45 In the middle section of Washington’s Birthday, Ives 
illustrates this memory through devices such as layering different out-of-sync fiddle tunes on top 
of each other and having various sections of the orchestra briefly interrupt the main melodic line. 
Eventually, this devolves into each major section of the orchestra playing their own fiercely 
independent melodies until they join together on a dramatic, dissonant chord to end the episode. 
  
                                                      
45 Ives, Memos, 97. 
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CHAPTER TWO: TECHNIQUES AND STYLES OF FIDDLING 
 
 Before discussing how violinists may most effectively emulate fiddling style when 
performing Charles Ives’s Second Violin Sonata, it is important to contextualize the technical 
and stylistic characteristics that define fiddling music. As North American fiddling styles are 
highly regionalized, a close examination of the New England style of fiddling will be most 
applicable, as it likely reflects the type of live fiddling Ives would have heard while growing up 
in Connecticut. Presenting the complete history and stylistic characteristics of fiddle music, or 
even of the New England style of fiddling, is worthy of its own exhaustive study; nevertheless, 
this chapter will aim to parse out significant stylistic elements that can be applied to a fiddle-
inspired interpretation of Ives’s violin sonatas. 
 
Overview of Fiddle Music in North America 
The terms fiddling and fiddle music describe the practice of performing folk music on the 
modern violin or on small bowed instruments of traditional origins.46 Fiddling activity, while 
practiced throughout the world, is generally greatest in Europe, the birthplace of the violin and 
its predecessors, and in North America as one of many traditions brought over by European 
                                                      
46 Examples of traditional bowed string instruments that both remain in use today and differ 
substantially in construction from the violin include the Norwegian hardingfele—commonly 
referred to as a Hardanger fiddle—and the Eastern European gadulka. James Porter, “Europe, 





immigrants.47 The violin was among the first instruments to travel with settlers over to the New 
World, as it was small, light, and therefore easy to transport.48 Court documents from the early 
American colonies attest to the practice of fiddling as early as the seventeenth century: in a 
document dating from 1624, a Jamestown settler by the name of John Utie is described as a 
fiddler, while in two separate cases dating from the 1690s, Virginian colonists were charged with 
the crime of fiddling on the Sabbath.49 As communities within the United States and Canada 
continued to develop, fiddling thrived as a vital form of entertainment for social functions. 
Initially, fiddling in the United States and maritime Canada was influenced 
predominantly by English, Scottish, and Irish traditions due to significant immigration from 
these regions. Aspects of these influences included the tunes or genres of tunes that were 
performed, technical approaches to playing the instrument, methods of tune composition or 
variation, and the strong relationship between fiddling and dancing.50 Over time, distinct 
regional fiddle styles developed, blending these aforementioned ancestral traditions with the 
practices developed and passed down by contemporary fiddlers, as well as musical influences 
absorbed from other sources such as African American music and fiddlers, or the traditions of 
                                                      




48 Ira Ford, Traditional Music of America (New York: Da Capo Press, 1978), 8. 
 
49 Kate Van Winkle Keller, Dance and its Music in America, 1528-1789 (Hillsdale, NY: 
Pendragon, 2007), 190–91. 
 
50 Goertzen, “Fiddling.” 
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French Canadian fiddlers.51 For example, major fiddling characteristics such as the bending of 
pitches and use of syncopation originate from the practices of African American fiddling.52 
Due to the historical connection between fiddling and social dancing, fiddle tunes are 
classified by genre of folk dance. Popular European dances that continued to be performed by 
American settlers include the hornpipe, jig, reel, quadrille, and schottische.53 Commonly, 
American fiddlers and dancers conflated the hornpipe and reel into one genre that was eventually 
referred to as the hoedown or breakdown.54 By the middle of the nineteenth century, fiddlers 
adopted other popular genres into their repertories, including the vocal air, the march, and the 
waltz.55 Additionally, the ascendant popularity of blackface minstrel shows led to significant 
repertoire crossover between fiddlers and minstrel performers.56 
Structurally, the majority of fiddle tunes last for 32 measures, following an AABB phrase 
pattern.57 In performance, fiddlers repeat the entire tune as desired or needed for the length of a 
                                                      
51 Dan Armstrong, The Caller/Teacher Manual for Contras with 101 Ready-to-Call Contras (Los 
Angeles: The Sets in Order American Square Dance Society, 1973), 3; Ford, Traditional Music 
of America, 18. 
 
52 Paul F. Wells, “Fiddling as an Avenue of Black-White Musical Exchange,” Black Music 
Research Journal 23, no. 1/2 (Spring–Autumn 2003): 142; Jacqueline Cogdell DjeDje, “The 
(Mis)Representation of African American Music: The Role of the Fiddle,” Journal of the Society 
for American Music 10, no. 1 (February 2016): 25. 
 
53 Post, Music in Rural New England, 104–05. 
 





56 Simon Bronner, Old Time Music Makers of New York State (Syracuse: Syracuse University 
Press, 1987), 13. 
 
57 Margot Gunzenhauser, The Square Dance and Contra Dance Handbook (Jefferson, NC: 
McFarland, 1996), 5. 
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dance, creating variety with each repetition through the addition of ornaments or by altering the 
rhythm or melody. American fiddlers in particular favor strong, cadential phrase endings, even 
between repetitions of the tune; this differs from the practices of fiddlers in the British Isles, as 
they prefer continuous musical transitions between phrases and repeats.58 
 
Fiddle Music in the New England Region 
In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, dancing to fiddle music flourished in 
popularity in the New England region as one of many traditions brought over from the British 
Isles with early settlers to the region. As rural communities relied heavily upon local dances and 
musical entertainment as opportunities to gather, dancing activity in New England ultimately 
outpaced its popularity in Europe.59 Initially, these small communities only gathered for dancing 
whenever an itinerant dancing master visited to offer instruction and guidance.60 As this occurred 
rather infrequently, these dancing masters were eventually supplanted by individuals skilled in 
the practice of calling a dance, a practice that involves leading the steps of the dance by means of 
vocal prompts. Typically, the fiddler assumed this new and distinctively American role of the 
caller.61 Since most rural commoners lacked much in the way of formal dance training, these 
                                                      
58 Ford, Traditional Music of America, 27. 
 
59 Simon Bronner, “The Anglo-American Fiddle Tradition in New York State,” Folklore 14, no. 
3 (January 1988): 23; David Reiner and Peter Anick, Old Time Fiddling Across America 
(Pacific, MO: Mel Bay Publications, 1989), 16. 
 
60 Keller, Dance and its Music, 402–03. 
 
61 Gunzenhauser, The Square Dance, 2; Claude Conyers, “Social Dance,” Grove Music Online, 





dance calling fiddlers proved indispensable to their communities, allowing them to participate in 
dances more frequently, and introduce new steps to their dancing routines.62 
Dancing and fiddling were common diversions at community events such as barn 
raisings, weddings, quilting parties, and husking bees, often breaking up rounds of work.63 
Organized dance gatherings also occurred frequently, taking place in venues ranging from the 
intimacy of a local home with one or two musicians, to large gatherings in town halls with a full 
dancing band. Small, in-home, neighborhood dances came to be referred to as kitchen dances, 
junkets, or hops. At these events, dancing took place in several cleared-out rooms of the host 
house, including such spaces as the kitchen.64 Even at these small local dances, a fiddler—
frequently a fellow community member—was indispensable, as he fulfilled the duties of 
choosing the dances, providing the music, and calling the dance.65 As many New England 
families owned a piano or organ, a keyboard player often provided chordal accompaniment, 
while other members of the community joined in on instruments such as the trumpet, guitar, 
mandolin, drums, or even spoons.66 
                                                      
62 Post, Music in Rural New England, 91. 
 
63 Conyers, “Social Dance”; Reiner and Anick, Old Time Fiddling, 16; Post, Music in Rural New 
England, 78–79. 
 
64 Post, Music in Rural New England, 79–81. 
 
65 Ibid., 81. 
 
66 Ibid., 81–95. Elizabeth Burchenal states that, by the early twentieth century, it was rare for a 
fiddler to perform without a keyboard player. Elizabeth Burchenal, ed., American Country 
Dances, Volume I: Twenty-Eight Contra-Dances Largely from the New England States (New 
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Into the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, these small gatherings grew into 
events involving an entire town or larger community, and therefore moved out of the home and 
into a town hall or dancing hall.67 Eminent fiddlers occasionally performed at these larger events, 
and thus attracted a greater number of attendees. As these town dances grew in size and 
prominence, so too did the musical ensemble, into dancing bands consisting of four to five 
musicians.68 A video recording by David Hoffman displays a mid-twentieth-century revival of 
the New England town dance and demonstrates continued practice of traditional elements such 
as the caller (the accordionist, in this case), a four-piece dance band (two fiddlers, an 
accordionist, and a pianist), and contra dancing formations and steps.69 
Jacob Cohen has deduced that what Ives calls a “barn dance” most likely refers to a small 
town or public dance that, despite the name, did not necessarily occur in a barn.70 In his 
memoirs, Ives states that the barn dance that inspired Washington’s Birthday occurred at a town 
“Centre” within the rural community of New Fairfield, Connecticut.71 Furthermore, this 
                                                      
67 By the turn of the twentieth century, kitchen dances had fallen out of favor; Burchenal remarks 
that elder fiddlers “…used to attend the old time ‘kitchen dances’ forty or so years ago.” 
Burchenal, American Country Dances, vi. 
 
68 Post, Music in Rural New England, 82–84. Some of these dance bands contained “a full 
complement of wind instruments.” Gunzenhauser, The Square Dance, 5. 
 
69 David Hoffman, “New England Folk Dancing” (YouTube video), posted September 12, 2009, 
accessed November 10, 2020, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZubTju7g_s&list=RDpZubTju7g_s&index=1. 
 
70 In his research, Cohen has fully investigated Ives’s use of the term “barn dance” to refer to 
some sort of local dancing event. See Jacob A. Cohen, “Constructions of New England Identity 
and Place in American Music, 1885–1935” (PhD. diss., The City University of New York, 
2017), 129–39. 
 
71 Ives, Memos, 96; Jacob Cohen, “Constructions of New England,” 130. 
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memorialized dance was accompanied not just by fiddlers, but also the “fife and horn.”72 Such 
details suggests that the dances that Ives musically imitates in works such as Washington’s 
Birthday and, by extension, the Second Violin Sonata were public yet local events. These dances 
may have had enough attendees to warrant a small band; however, said band likely consisted of 
amateur musicians from the community rather than a renowned touring ensemble.73 
 
Characteristics of New England Fiddle Style: Methodology and Source Analysis 
 Traditionally, fiddle tunes and general characteristics of performing style disseminated 
among generations of fiddlers mostly by means of oral and aural transmission. Elements of 
performance practice such as bowing, ornamentation, variation, rhythmic alteration, and double 
stopping would be improvised by a seasoned performer and, furthermore, evolve over multiple 
repetitions of a tune.74 Due to this reliance on oral tradition and improvisation, a methodical 
study and summarization of regional fiddling characteristics, particularly of fiddlers active 
during Ives’s lifetime, is a complicated endeavor. From a performance practice standpoint, 
period-era sheet music is rather incomplete, as it lacks crucial stylistic notations. Several fiddlers 
attempted to reconcile this issue between the middle of the twentieth century to the present, 
publishing tune books and fiddling method books with ostensibly more accurate representations 
of true fiddling performance, including New England regional style. However, even the authors 
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of these guides describe the difficulties and limitations of classifying styles and general practices 
that vary not only from region to region, but also from fiddler to fiddler.75 
 In an effort to classify stylistic and technical approaches to fiddling or fiddle tune 
development, several scholars have systematically analyzed live or recorded fiddle 
performances, drawing conclusions about regional characteristics based on direct comparisons of 
fiddlers and their tendencies. The subsequent sections of this chapter, which will define both 
general fiddling technique as well as characteristics specific to New England style, summarize 
the earlier findings of these scholars. To supplement or elaborate upon these previous studies and 
identify further stylistic markers, I will consider additional recordings of representative fiddle 
players specifically from the New England region. 
 The following discussion evaluates a variety of primary and secondary written sources 
that will be consulted later in the chapter in the discussions of general technical approaches to 
fiddle playing and the distinctive characteristics of New England fiddle style. This discussion 
will assess the utility and reliability of sources from three major categories: scholarly research on 
fiddling, contemporary fiddling method and tune books, and primary-source fiddle tune 
collections of the early twentieth century. 
 In his dissertation “Traditional North American Fiddling: A Methodology for the 
Historical and Comparative Analytical Style Study of Instrumental Musical Traditions,” Earl V. 
Spielman develops a method by which to analyze traditional music, and furthermore implements 
this method in order to categorize fiddling style by region. In conducting his analysis, Spielman 
                                                      
75 Donna Hébert, Fiddling Demystified: A Practical Guide for String Players (Amherst, MA: 
Donna Hébert, 2009), 5. 
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interviews fiddlers from a variety of regions within the United States and Canada.76 
Additionally, he precisely transcribes and analyzes eleven unique renditions of the same fiddle 
tune, “Dusty Miller,” as performed by some of these fiddlers. In his final chapter, he then 
combines the results of his field research with extant research in an effort to delineate 
characteristic technical and stylistic qualities of fiddle playing in major North American regions. 
Spielman notes that his stylistic profiles are not rigid definitions, but rather a summary of major 
findings and correlations. Furthermore, he considers research in the area of traditional and fiddle 
music to be relatively lacking and open for continued study.77 
 Dixie Robison Zenger’s dissertation, “Violin Techniques and Traditions Useful in 
Identifying and Playing North American Fiddle Styles,” elaborates on the research presented by 
Spielman, albeit through, in her words, a “more or less subjective approach” involving the study 
of recordings and live fiddle performances of various fiddle tunes.78 Zenger asserts that 
Spielman’s singular focus on multiple renditions of one tune clouds some of his characterizations 
of regional fiddle style and potentially excludes stylistic elements that are not evident or 
practiced in “Dusty Miller.”79 In addition to developing definitions of regional North American 
fiddle styles, she aims to present techniques that classically trained violinists may use when 
performing fiddle music. Generally, both Spielman and Zenger draw similar conclusions in their 
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research, particularly as pertains to specifying the characteristics of New England fiddle style 
and fiddling technique. 
 The research of Andrew Carlson, presented in his dissertation, “Fiddling for Classical 
Violinists,” pedagogically details stylistic and technical considerations for classical violinists 
who wish to perform fiddle music, drawing substantially from his own experience as a classical 
violinist, fiddler, and fiddling instructor. Carlson delves quite thoroughly into aspects of fiddle 
bowing technique, including a detailed explanation of the proper execution of a simple fiddle 
bow stroke and its importance to the performance of the style. As frequently as he describes the 
correct way to execute technique, he anticipates difficulties that classical violinists are likely to 
have, offering performance or practicing suggestions.80 Throughout the body of the dissertation, 
brief examples from the fiddling literature are included where appropriate to illustrate 
techniques. Furthermore, the appendix contains an anthology of fiddle tune transcriptions, replete 
with suggested bowings and ornaments.  
 Additional scholars have analyzed variation techniques in performances of a singular 
fiddle tune. Chris Goertzen, in his article “American Fiddle Tunes and the Historic-Geographic 
Method,” transcribes several performances of the tune “Billy in the Low Ground” and considers 
variances in melodic contour between these renditions. In his analysis, Goertzen groups these 
performances by similarities of contour, and then plots performances both geographically and on 
a historical continuum in an effort to track developments to this particular fiddle tune.81 As none 
of the analyzed performances are of fiddlers from the New England region, Goertzen’s research 
                                                      
80 Andrew Arthur Carlson, “Fiddling for Classical Violinists” (DMA diss., University of Iowa, 
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81 Chris Goertzen, “American Fiddle Tunes and the Historic-Geographic Method,” 
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is not particularly applicable to this chapter. Linda C. Burman, in her article “The Technique of 
Variation in an American Fiddle Tune,” analyzes Tennessee-born fiddler Uncle Bunt Stephens 
and his performance of “Sail Away Lady.” Although she draws some conclusions regarding 
melodic and rhythmic variation techniques, by providing only one subject for analysis, the data is 
too localized to apply to broader fiddle style characteristics.  
From a performance and pedagogical perspective, contemporary fiddle instructional 
methods provide practical insight into fiddle performance, technique, and style. The authors of 
these methods, themselves actively performing fiddlers, understand the limitations of using 
notated music to precisely express fiddling style; therefore, they supplement included tunes with 
explanatory notes and considerations. Although their work may not necessarily attain the 
scholarly status of the aforementioned articles and dissertation research, it garners legitimacy and 
importance in this discussion from the authors’ fiddling backgrounds. 
 New England fiddler and contra dance performer Donna Hébert has published two tune 
books with the aim of conveying accurate fiddling style and interpretation through notated 
music. Her first book, The Grumbling Old Woman, is a collection of fully realized tune 
renditions. These renditions contain both ornamentations as well as stylistically appropriate 
bowings, a crucial element of fiddle style often missing from early tune books. To supplement 
the notated tunes, Hébert includes a cassette tape of representative recordings to provide auditory 
examples of stylistic performance, as well as a brief written introduction describing her process 
and some key fiddle tune characteristics. This collection contains tunes from primarily the 
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Northeastern United States and Canadian Maritimes, including representations of Cape Breton, 
French Canadian, Irish, and New England style.82 
Hébert’s second book, Fiddling Demystified (2009), is a contemporary fiddle method 
aimed at classical string players interested in broadening their exposure to fiddling and fiddle 
technique. Hébert styles the book as a “practical guide” to the major regional styles of fiddle 
playing, including New England style.83 To this end, she demonstrates examples of various 
stylistic characteristics and tune interpretations through a detailed discussion, musical examples, 
and aurally on an included CD. Technical discussion is comprehensive, outlining issues of 
rhythm, bowing, and left-hand ornamentation. Hébert includes specific pedagogical directives 
regarding the execution of fiddling techniques; given that some of these techniques are foreign to 
the classical performer, this aspect of the discussion is particularly insightful. The book includes 
31 tune arrangements with bowings and ornamentations that are germane to the various styles of 
fiddle playing, providing a look at how tunes would be approached by fiddlers from different 
regions.84 
 In their book Old-Time Fiddling Across America, David Reiner and Peter Anick highlight 
differences between regional fiddle styles through a blend of written discussion and 
demonstration through notated fiddle tune music. Akin to the Hébert manual, Reiner and Anick 
ultimately view this book as a practical guide to fiddle performance. As such, they frequently 
intersperse brief pedagogical tips for executing fiddling techniques or best adhering to particular 
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styles of fiddle playing. In addition to generalized discussions on fiddling history, traditions, and 
technique, the book contains an entire section devoted to fiddle playing of the Northeast, 
complete with five tune examples performed by renowned New England fiddlers. The sheet 
music is fully notated with slurs, fingerings, ornamentations, and even variations on repeats. 
The Fiddle Book by Marion Thede (1967) is both a tune book and a summary of fiddle 
playing techniques, informed by the author’s own fiddling experience as well as her observations 
of other fiddlers. As a classically trained violinist who began studying fiddle performance later in 
life, Thede draws comparisons between the technique and style of fiddle players to that of 
classical musicians, briefly clarifying differences between the styles from a pedagogical 
perspective. The included tune arrangements reproduce renditions performed by her fiddler 
acquaintances, replete with bowings, ornamentations, double stops, and fingerings. Although the 
general technical discussion appears broadly applicable, the included tunes are arrangements 
performed by fiddlers from Oklahoma and therefore are not particularly germane to the 
discussion in this chapter.85 
On account of the value of education in New England, fiddlers from the region were 
typically trained in the ability to read music.86 As a result, numerous fiddle tune and contra dance 
collections were published and disseminated throughout the region during the nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries. Generally, these collections were not considered by fiddlers to be 
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instructional books, but rather a means by which to be introduced to new tune melodies or to 
recall previously learned tunes.87  
Contemporary fiddlers assert that, for the purposes of studying historical fiddling 
performance, these collections are significantly flawed, as they generally provide little musical 
directive outside of the basic tune melody and rhythm, lacking notations for stylistic elements 
that would have been improvised by proficient fiddlers.88 Arguably, the most significant 
omission is that of accurate bowing and slur notations, as most fiddlers consider the art of 
bowing to be a crucial element of fiddle style.89 Additional stylistic elements such as ornaments, 
double stops, and fingerings are either omitted entirely, or included to a limited extent. The 
subsequent discussion considers several notable tune collections, explains their usefulness to 
understanding New England fiddle style, and examines historical or other concerns regarding 
veracity or quality of their contents. 
 Twenty-Eight Contra-Dances Largely from the New England States is the first volume in 
the larger series American Country-Dances. This collection is edited by Elizabeth Burchenal, the 
Chairman of the Organization Committee of the American Folk-Dance Society and an author of 
several publications about folk dance. In the preface to the collection, she explains that the 
selections represent tunes that were widely performed and danced to at the time of publication, as 
well as tunes that she considers out-of-date. The edition includes, in addition to the notated sheet 
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88 See: Hébert, Fiddling Demystified, 6; Hinds, The Grumbling Old Woman, 5; Reiner and 
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music, a brief guide to the practice of dance calling and choreographic notes to common dance 
steps. The contra dance music is arranged for piano; Burchenal argues that, although no 
instrument except the violin can do “full justice” to the included tunes, she has opted for piano 
arrangements in order to facilitate the accessibility of the music for a greater number of 
musicians.90 The right hand of the piano could be easily read by a learned fiddle player, as it is 
largely idiomatic to violin playing, avoids chords and double-stops, and remains entirely in the 
range of the instrument.91 The editor includes a handful of articulation and dynamic notations in 
each tune, as well as numerous slurring indications. As the edition is arranged for piano, it is 
unclear if the aforementioned slurs are merely phrasing indications; however, in tunes such as 
“Jefferson and Liberty,” these slurs occur across bar lines, a documented trait of New England 
fiddling style.92 
 In 1926, Carl Fischer published a collection of fiddling tunes connected with renowned 
Maine fiddler Mellie Dunham.93 The editor asserts that each of the fifty included tunes were 
selected by Dunham and furthermore arranged in accordance with his performing style.94 The 
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collection is clearly designed for violinists, as bowing directions are notated at the beginning of 
each tune; by extension, all included slur notations also indicate bowings. Other editorial 
notations are relatively sporadic but do include ornamentations, double stops, and dynamic and 
articulation indications. While Dunham may have indeed had influence over the content of this 
collection or the arrangements of the tunes, recordings of his playing suggest that this sheet 
music portrays a somewhat incomplete picture of his true performance style. The notation of 
“Rippling Waves Waltz,” recorded by Dunham in 1926, is relatively faithful, apart from some 
melodic variation on repeats.95 However, recordings of other tunes demonstrate that Dunham 
was more apt to syncopate and double stop than these arrangements indicate. 
 In 1931, Ira Ford edited and published a retrospective collection of old-time fiddle tunes. 
Ford states that these tunes are “written as played by fiddlers of old-time music in various parts 
of America.”96 Unfortunately, he fails to specify the regional origins of the included tunes or 
fiddlers upon whose performances the arrangements are modeled. However, ample evidence 
supports Ford’s assertion that these editions are crafted after original performances. For example, 
he includes such details as rhythmic variations upon simpler rhythms, minor melodic 
modifications to well-known tunes such as “Arkansas Traveler,” and ornamentations such as 
rolls and slides. A notable omission from this tune book is much in the way of bowing notation. 
Certain slurs are included, but they are generally quite normal, absent any hint of the irregularity 
or improvisation that scholars and performers indicate was quite the norm.97 
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General Technical Approaches to Fiddle Performance 
 Playing technique varies substantially among fiddle players and reflects the degree of 
formal instruction the fiddler has undertaken, if any, as well as the player’s natural instincts, 
comfort with the instrument, and desired tone quality. Although fiddle playing technique is by no 
means standardized, certain commonalities regarding posture—how the fiddler holds the violin 
and the bow—can still be parsed out and compared with conventional classical violin technique. 
This discussion will also highlight the limitations of the average fiddler’s posture and technique 
with regards to the execution of advanced violin skills such as vibrato, shifting, and certain bow 
techniques. 
 
Left Hand Posture and Technique 
One of the fundamental elements of fiddle and violin playing involves the position in 
which the player holds the instrument. In classical technique, the instrument is generally placed 
upon and supported by the left shoulder under the player’s left jaw, which sits upon the chin 
rest.98 This allows for maximum freedom of the left hand to execute shifting, vibrato, and quick 
passagework, as the hand and arm are not actively engaged in keeping the violin up in playing 
position. While many fiddle players adhere to this classical approach, some fiddlers opt to rest 
the violin on their upper chest, or even nearly into the crook of the left arm, positions that Paul 
Wells argues might feel more natural than placing the violin on the shoulder.99 
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 Regardless of the manner in which the fiddler supports the instrument, the wrist 
commonly bends while playing, cupping the palm inward towards the neck of the violin and 
even going so far as to rest against it. Thede considers this to be a natural wrist position, as if the 
hand is resting; Carlson supports this argument, stating that it is a more comfortable position for 
fiddlers.100 This practice differs significantly from classical violin technique, in which the left 
palm and wrist ideally remain straight in line with the rest of the arm. This enables freedom of 
movement with minimal tension and sets up a solid frame for the fingers to facilitate accurate 
intonation. In placing the palm of the left hand near or upon the neck, the fiddler’s technical 
capabilities become constrained.101 Examples to this effect include: decreased rapidity of finger 
movement due to unavoidable tension in the joints; a sparing use of the pinky finger in 
fingerings, as the cupped palm pulls this finger away from its proper location on the fingerboard 
and thus renders it a difficult stretch; and a limited degree of shifting up the fingerboard past first 
position, as the increased contact of the hand with the violin neck hinders the arm’s ability to 
shift freely.102 As a direct result of bending the wrist, fiddlers generally touch the strings far back 
on the fleshy pads of the left-hand fingers, whereas classically trained violinists typically prefer 
touching the string closer to the fingertips for precision of intonation.103 In Figure 2-1, a New 
Hampshire fiddler exhibits some of these noted postural tendencies, such as resting the violin on 
the upper chest rather than the shoulder and cupping the hand towards the neck of the instrument. 
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Figure 2-1: Example of fiddling left-hand posture104 
 
The aforementioned trends in left hand posture somewhat account for limitations in 
preferred fiddle tune tonalities. The majority of tunes are written and performed in A, D, and G 
major; C and F major are also used occasionally. These five key areas allow for all or most of the 
open strings to be used diatonically, and thereby render the use of fourth or pinky finger as 
optional.105 Furthermore, the keys of A, D and G major avoid a semitone placement between the 
open string and first finger; this requires a lowered first finger, which, if the left-hand posture is 
cupped, can pose intonation issues. However, given the number of tunes that fall in the keys of C 
and F, either a substantial number of players work around this challenge, or they accept 
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intonation that would not be considered in tune by classical standards.106 Reiner and Anick 
allude to these struggles and adjustments, even going so far as to suggest that, when performing 
“Reel in F,” the pitch of the lowered first finger should be about a quarter-tone sharp in places, 
depending on the melodic gesture.107 Fiddler L.O. Weeks’s performance of “Hull’s Victory” 
aurally illustrates this departure from classical intonation, demonstrating instances in which the 
notes F5 and B♭4 are noticeably sharp, particularly during fast passages (Audio 2-1).108 
Fiddlers generally use little to no vibrato while playing, due partially to the 
aforementioned posture issues, as the tension from bending the left wrist can restrict the ability 
and freedom of the arm or hand to vibrate. However, the primary reason that fiddlers refrain 
from vibrating is the quick tempo of most tunes, as the rapidity of notes limits the ability of the 
hand or arm to vibrate without slowing the music down. Any use of vibrato by fiddlers is 
generally restricted to waltzes, which are slower in tempo and feature longer note values than 
most other genres of tunes.109 For example, in his medley rendition of “Narissa Waltz/Larry’s 
Waltz,” fiddler Rodney Miller clearly vibrates on most notes greater than a quarter note in 
duration, employing a rapid and narrow vibrato (Audio 2-2).110 In the subsequent analysis of the 
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Second Violin Sonata, I recommend that violinists consider restraining the amplitude and 
constancy of their vibrato to better match the fiddler’s technique. 
In the majority of fiddle tunes, performers typically remain in first position, as the 
advanced technique of shifting to higher positions poses challenges to many fiddlers due to the 
quick tempo of tunes as well as any deficiencies in posture.111 However, some skilled fiddlers do 
opt to employ shifting as a means by which to vary the melody of a tune, or to heighten the 
virtuosity of their renditions. In my analysis, I often suggest that violinists use simple first 
position and open string fingerings when possible in order to emulate the average fiddler’s 




Fiddlers consider the bow to be of utmost importance to their craft, as it plays a crucial 
role in conveying the rhythm of a tune and therefore of the dancing beat as well. As summarized 
by Hébert, “the heart of fiddling is rhythm, delivered by bowing, and this is usually what 
differentiates regional styles from each other.”112 Obvious variances in bow technique include 
the manner by which fiddlers hold the bow in their right hand; this tends to be highly 
individualized based on the fiddler’s degree of formal instruction, hand size, and sonic 
preferences. The stylistic differences to which Hébert alludes encompasses the diverse number of 
possible bow strokes, slurs, and articulations used by fiddlers to convey rhythm and beat. 
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Even in classical technique, regional differences in bow hold posture persisted through 
the first half of the twentieth century, culminating in two rather distinct bow holds referred to as 
the Russian hold and the Franco-Belgian hold. With the popularity and global influence of 
eminent pedagogues such as Ivan Galamian, technique became more unified, and the Franco-
Belgian hold was adopted as the generally preferred manner of holding the bow. Key qualities of 
this bow hold include: a rounded yet flexible thumb placed on the underside of the bow stick just 
above the frog; rounded fingers holding the stick just above the fingertips; and an elevated wrist 
from which the right-hand hangs.113 This hold facilitates the use of the entire length of the bow, 
smooth bow changes, an even, ringing sound, and an assortment of specialized bow strokes, 
some of which include bouncing the bow off the string in a controlled manner.114 At the same 
time, this bow hold aids in reducing tension in the fingers or arm; Galamian refers to this bow 
hold as the “natural position of the hand.”115 
Despite the importance of the bow to fiddling as well as the inherent challenges of 
bowing execution, fiddling bow hold posture diverges, at times significantly, from conventional 
classical posture. One typical discrepancy concerns the curvature and placement of the thumb. 
As fiddlers rarely employ off-the-string strokes such as spiccato, they require less finger 
flexibility.116 As a result, fiddlers often keep the thumb straighter than classical violinists do, 
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which avoids the challenge of keeping the thumb stably rounded on its fingertip; some fiddlers 
even go as far as to place the thumb on the underside of the frog for a greater degree of 
stability.117  
 
Figure 2-2: Fiddle bow hold with straight thumb placed on the underside of the frog118 
 
Moreover, not all fiddle players hold the bow near or around the frog, instead preferring a 
hold higher up the stick of the bow. Thede asserts that, since fiddlers generally favor short bow 
strokes, the modern violin bow is too long for them, and that choking up on the stick modifies 
the length to compensate.119 Certain records indicate this practice was evident among historical 
fiddlers as well: two of the six photographed fiddlers included in Wells’s article hold the bow a 
couple inches above the frog, while New York fiddler John McDermott was observed to be 
holding “the bow quite a ways up.”120 
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Figure 2-3: Irish fiddler John Wiseman holding the bow above the frog121 
 
Regardless of the material differences between their bow holds, scholars and fiddlers note 
that most fiddlers draw the bow in a similar manner to one another. On account of the brisk 
speed of most fiddle tunes, most bow strokes tend to be quite short, only covering the entire 
length of the bow during slow tunes such as the waltz. Thede asserts that fiddlers typically stay 
in the middle to upper half of the bow, as this area of the bow facilitates rapid string crossings.122 
Similarly, Carlson exhorts classical violinists to remain in the upper half of the bow during the 
performance of any fast fiddle tune, citing the fiddler’s preference for the light, airy sound 
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produced in this part of the bow.123 A video recording of modern New England fiddler Rodney 
Miller playing the tune “Sheehan’s Reel” visually demonstrates this stroke, as Miller rarely 
travels outside of the upper third of the bow.124 Aurally, listeners will note Miller’s ability to use 
a heavier down-bow stroke to emphasize certain notes in the texture while maintaining a lighter 
tone on surrounding notes. 
To aid in the execution of quick string crossings and irregular slurring patterns, fiddlers 
generally keep the right wrist relaxed and elevated. In this position, the wrist and hand hang 
freely and independently of the rest of the right arm and are therefore able to execute small and 
rapid motions more efficiently.125 This practice is essentially an ideal realization of classical 
technique, perfected out of necessity due to the sheer number of string crossings in fiddle music. 
Furthermore, as sound production is not much of a concern, fiddlers are less apt than their 
classical counterparts to tense the wrist in an effort to increase volume; such tension impedes 
free and rapid string crossing motions.126 For the violinist, mimicking these relaxed and 
effortless string crossings will be of utmost importance during the rapid fiddling arpeggiations 
that Ives writes throughout the second movement of the sonata. 
Decisions regarding bowing direction and slurring are among the most individualized 
aspects of fiddle playing, varying not only by region, but also between individual fiddlers who 
might otherwise demonstrate similar styles of playing. Furthermore, fiddlers commonly vary 
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repetitions of a tune by means of changes to slurring or other bowing patterns, rendering it 
difficult at times to parse out even an individual fiddler’s tendencies or preferences. Although 
bowings in fiddle tunes are far from standardized, a couple of principles are generally applied by 
fiddlers even as they improvise. Perhaps the most ubiquitous stylistic bowing is the practice of 
slurring into the downbeats of measures.127 Hébert states that slurring over the bar line is 
essential to dance music, as this gesture assists in driving the rhythmic momentum of a tune 
forward while at the same time keeping the sound smooth and flowing.128 Several modern fiddle 
tune or method books that aim to preserve and fully notate stylistic performance practice 
illustrate this bowing and attest to its prevalence in all major styles of North American fiddle 
playing.129 In my analysis of the Second Violin Sonata, I point out several passages in which 
Ives slurs in this manner and suggest some additional slurs across bar lines to enhance the 
sonata’s associations with fiddling music. 
Fiddlers generally strive to place down-bows on the downbeats of each measure, as the 
weight of the bow combined with gravitational assistance creates a heavy and strong sound. At 
the same time, Hébert states that, on occasion, up-bows provide a necessary lift to strong beats, 
allowing a tune to be more dance-able; she notes that jigs in particular benefit from this bowing 
reversal.130 
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In improvising slurs and bowings over a line of running eighth or sixteenth notes, fiddlers 
often employ and mix several standard slurring patterns. These patterns are referred to as 
shuffles: combinations of slurs and single bow strokes that accent certain offbeats and therefore 
alter the larger rhythmic feel of the tune.131 The most common and basic shuffle is the simple or 
Nashville shuffle, in which two notes are slurred into one bow and then two notes are played 
separately. In executing this bowing, the fiddler always accents the third note. Other typical 
patterns involve the slurring of three notes followed by one or more separated notes, usually in 
an effort to emphasize a particular offbeat.132 The following table illustrates several major 
shuffles and bowing patterns, as defined by contemporary fiddlers. 
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Defining New England Fiddle Style 
Arguably, the hallmark of traditional New England fiddle style is the straightforward 
manner in which fiddlers execute their renditions and variations upon fiddle tunes.133 This clean, 
melody-centered approach epitomizes the English influence upon the New England fiddling 
style.134 Fiddlers ornament or add double stops sparingly, decorating their melodies to an even 
lesser extent than did their forebears in the British Isles. Simon Bronner states that fiddlers and 
listeners alike came to value precise and polished renditions of tunes, even if repetitions had little 
in the way of variation.135 
Another characteristic of New England style is its assumption of stylistic elements from 
Scottish Canadian, French Canadian, and Irish fiddling traditions. As a result of the insular 
nature of rural communities, fiddle styles are generally regionally distinct, with little overlap.136 
However, the New England region distinguished itself as a commercial hub, therefore drawing 
numerous immigrants and visitors from other regions of the United States and Canada; these 
travelers disseminated their own fiddling traditions throughout the region.137 
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Dance caller Ralph Page offers a slightly different explanation for this mixing of styles, 
considering it to be tied to the development of the contra dance. Page states that the contra dance 
is itself a genre of mixed ancestral origins, with the original form descending from England, the 
fiddle tunes from Ireland, the dancing and stepping influenced by Scotland, and the fiddling style 
influenced by the French Canadians.138 Finally, with the advent of recording technology and 
radio, exposure to outside traditions and influences increased significantly, and with it the New 
England fiddler’s propensity to adopt these traditions.139 Prior to delving fully in depth 
concerning the elements of New England fiddle style, the subsequent section will briefly 
summarize the history and unique characteristics of these other influential regional styles. 
 
Scottish Canadian 
Scottish settlers established numerous communities within the Canadian Maritime 
provinces. Of these communities, Cape Breton Island, located in Nova Scotia, is considered the 
epicenter of Scottish Canadian fiddling activity, as the fiddle was of great cultural importance to 
the numerous Scottish immigrants who settled there beginning in the nineteenth century. 
Furthermore, as the island is relatively isolated, Cape Breton fiddlers preserved traditional styles 
of fiddling and dancing.140 
 Scottish Canadian fiddling style features two distinctive rhythmic gestures: the Scotch 
snap and bow cutting. The Scotch snap is a rhythmic gesture in which a sixteenth note is 
                                                      
138 Ham, “The End of a Revival,” 122. 
 
139 Post, Music in Rural New England, 76. 
 
140 “Cape Breton Music,” University of Washington – Canadian Studies Center, accessed May 
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followed by a dotted eighth note on separate bow strokes. Along with its more common rhythmic 
counterpart of the dotted eighth note followed by a sixteenth note, the Scotch snap rhythm 
permeates strathspeys, clogs, and highland flings.141 
 The bow cut, also referred to as a birl, is an ornamental gesture in which the fiddler 
precedes a melodic note with two quick repetitions of the same pitch.142 The execution of this 
ornamentation requires significant bow control, as the fiddler must draw the bow on several fast, 
separate strokes. Scottish Canadian fiddlers frequently employ this ornamentation; for example, 
Spielman cites a rendition of a hornpipe by the fiddler Hugh McMaster in which the 
ornamentation is used twelve times within about six seconds of music.143 
 
French Canadian 
 Much as the Canadian province of Québec established a distinctly Francophone society, 
fiddlers in the region developed their own characteristic fiddling style. Typically, French 
Canadian fiddlers performed tunes without accompaniment. As a result, these fiddlers developed 
techniques by which to thicken the musical texture and make the tunes more suitable for 
dancing.144 For example, the practice of foot clogging was developed as a type of rhythmic 
accompaniment; in this practice, fiddlers tap or stamp their feet to create a complex percussive 
rhythm.145 
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 French Canadian fiddle style is distinguished primarily by the articulation of the bow. 
Fiddlers produce a crisp, robust sound, favoring strokes such as the spiccato, in which the bow 
bounces slightly off the string, and a buoyant yet separated detaché.146 Tune renditions tend to be 
rhythmically driven, featuring relentless sixteenth note gestures.147 Additionally, French 
Canadian fiddlers favor the addition of drones and double stops as a means by which to fill out a 
sparse, unaccompanied texture.148 
 
Traditional Irish 
Because of the extensive nature of Irish immigration to the United States and Canada, 
traditional Irish fiddling has greatly influenced several North American regional fiddle styles.149 
New England fiddlers borrowed elements from the Irish fiddler’s distinctive and prominent 
approach to ornamentation. Zenger categorizes Irish embellishments into four categories: the 
single grace note, the double grace note, the short roll, and the long roll.150 Irish fiddlers 
generally employ copious ornaments; however, their melodies always remain at the forefront and 
are recognizable.151 
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Additional Influences from Traveling Musicians and Minstrel Shows 
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the New England region hosted an 
increasing variety of touring theatrical and musical shows, including blackface minstrel shows 
and hillbilly bands. Owing in part to the popularity of these shows, fiddle ensembles began to 
include the guitar, mandolin, and banjo in their instrumentation, while fiddlers added minstrel 
tunes such as “Turkey in the Straw” to their standard repertoire.152 Additionally, influence from 
and imitation of minstrel performers may explain an increased adoption of three characteristics 
that radically depart from the historically clean and even performance style of the New England 
fiddler: the use of syncopation, pitch bends, and slides.153 
 
New England Bowing and Tone Characteristics 
New England fiddlers are generally recognized as producing a vigorous yet even fiddle 
tone.154 Historically, this was crucial to effectively lead or call dances, as strong bow strokes 
helped to set a solid rhythm and beat for dancers. However, as piano accompaniment at dances 
became widespread and, furthermore, fiddling was embraced as listening entertainment rather 
than as simply an accessory to dancing, fiddlers moderated the strength of their tone. As the 
piano could take on the brunt work of keeping the beat, fiddlers were freed to lighten up their 
bow strokes and focus more on smoother melodic lines.155  
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Mellie Dunham’s recording of “Lady of the Lake” (Audio 2-3) and Elmer Barton’s 
performance of “Bonaparte’s March” (Audio 2-4) model the forceful and even stroke historically 
associated with New England fiddlers.156 When discussing the Second Violin Sonata, I reiterate 
the importance of maintaining evenness of tone, particularly during running passages, so that 
violinists will effectively emulate this distinctive style of bowing. 
New England fiddlers regularly employ slurs in their tune performances, although not 
typically to an extensive degree. This judicious approach to slurring stems from the influence of 
English fiddle style, in which fiddlers preferred separate and even bow strokes.157 The most 
distinctive, ubiquitous, and intentional bowing choice involves frequent slurring across the bar 
line or into strong beats. As noted earlier in the chapter, this bowing is favored by fiddlers of 
multiple traditions, as it assists in propelling the musical phrase.158 Both of the fiddlers observed 
by Spielman employ these types of slurs, while recordings suggest that even older fiddlers 
favored this practice.159 For instance, Elmer Barton frequently employs short slurs across beats 
and bar lines in his rendition of “Bummer’s Reel,” driving the musical direction forward and 
lending the tune a bouncy flair (Audio 2-5).160 
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By contrast, other bowing and slurring decisions by New England fiddlers are more 
capricious. For example, Spielman notes that fiddler Larry Older employs intricate bowings that 
seem to be improvised, as they do not follow any sort of consistent pattern.161 These whimsical 
slurs and bowings help fiddlers vary tunes; in some variations, fiddlers repeat tune melodies 
verbatim, albeit with completely altered slurring patterns each time.162 
Historical and modern tune books notate bowings and slurs to varying degrees of 
presumed or declared stylistic accuracy. Even in the most stylistically conscious renditions, there 
are inherent challenges to drawing detailed conclusions solely from the included notations, as 
even the individual fiddler’s bowings are likely to vary between performances. For example, 
Hébert admits that, in recording the audio accompaniment to her tune book, different slurs and 
bowings “hopped out” of her bow than the ones notated in her scores.163 In spite the limitations 
of print, scores do provide examples of the New England fiddler’s conception of bowing, and 
can assist in determining broad characteristics of bowing style. 
In Twenty-Eight Contra-Dances, a collection of tunes arranged for the piano, the editor 
indicates extensive phrasing notations in the score. Although this collection is intended for 
pianists, it is conceivable that the majority of these phrasing indications mimic the slurring style 
of a New England fiddler, as, when interpreted as slurs, these notations are mostly idiomatic and, 
moreover, exemplify characteristics of the style. For example, several tunes feature slurring 
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across bar lines or strong beats, including “Ms. McCloud’s Reel” and “Arkansas Traveler;” in 
the latter tune, the resulting offset slurs give the tune a groove by accenting weak beats.164 
Other dances in this collection provide additional examples of fiddle bowings. The tunes 
“Magnolia Reel” and “Texarkana” feature the classic Nashville Shuffle in alternation with 
longer, smoother slurs. Both tunes reveal that this shuffle appears to be a favored bowing when 
performing arpeggiated patterns, perhaps as a means by which to accent the highest or lowest 
pitch of the arpeggio. The arrangement of the tune “Twin Sisters” (Example 2-1) demonstrates a 
significant degree of bowing irregularity, with a mix of short and long slurs that follow the 
contour of the melodic line as opposed to any particular pattern. Performing these bowings 
exactly as notated results in unusual accent patterns, creating rhythmic interest in the tune.165 
 
Example 2-1: “Twin Sisters,” ed. Elizabeth Burchenal, mm. 1–8 
 
Mellie Dunham’s Fiddlin’ Dance Tunes, a collection designed specifically for fiddle 
performance, features explicit bowing notations as well as sparse yet idiomatic slurring 
indications. Notated slurs are rather basic and include slurs connecting upbeats or groups of four 
sixteenth notes together. Notably, none of these slurs cross bar lines and only rarely connect 
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adjacent beats. There are two possible reasons for this relative simplicity and scarcity of slurs: 
Dunham or the editor may have preferred to perform mostly separate bow strokes; or, the edition 
may have been aimed at amateur or classically trained violinists and therefore was appropriately 
simplified. 
Donna Hébert’s modern tune collections provide conscious examples of stylistically 
accurate bowings, with levels of variety akin to what would be seen in a typical performance. 
Her rendition of “Angus Campbell” provides a clear example, as she varies the slur pattern 
between parallel phrases featuring the same melodic content.166 As demonstrated in Example 2-
2, she notates a long slur in m. 2, connecting the melodic line and perhaps setting up the use of 
Georgia bowing in mm. 3–4. However, in the parallel phrase, in mm. 6–7, some of these 
bowings are broken up, which in performance would lead to more rhythmic emphases in the 
second phrase. 
 
Example 2-2: “Angus Campbell,” arr. Donna Hinds (Hébert), mm. 1–8 
 
In general, Hébert frequently slurs into downbeats or across bar lines, with this bowing 
technique propagating throughout her renditions of numerous tunes. In her introductory notes to 
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In the New England region, the stylistic performance of rhythm has historically tended to 
favor accuracy and straightness on running eighth or sixteenth note gestures as opposed to 
unevenly subdividing the pulse, what modern fiddlers refer to as swinging the rhythm.168 This 
approach is a direct effect of the fiddler’s preference for strong, even bow strokes, and mirrors 
the general practices of fiddlers from nearby Canadian regions.169 
Despite the historical trend of straight rhythmic performance, some New England fiddlers 
do tend to swing their notes. Spielman notes that, of the two observed fiddlers from New 
England, one of them, Larry Older, swings the rhythm intermittently as he performs, falling into 
a dotted rhythmic pattern at times.170 Hébert, in an article describing typical fiddling practices as 
compared with classical performance, refers to fiddle tunes as being written down “unswung,” 
implying that a fiddler would likely alter the printed rhythm to some degree.171 Furthermore, in 
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her arrangement of a traditional New England reel, she notes that all eighth notes should be 
swung throughout.172 
Extant recorded performances generally offer evidence supporting the idea that swinging 
is a relatively new development. For example, older fiddlers like Mellie Dunham, L.O. Weeks, 
and Elmer Barton tend to execute running sixteenth notes in a straight manner, while 
contemporary New England fiddlers such as Rodney Miller and Lissa Schneckenburger very 
clearly swing such passages in multiple tunes.173 It is likely that modern fiddlers have been 
influenced in this regard by other fiddling styles, owing to a greater degree of exposure with 
advancements in recording technology and the relative feasibility of travel.  
Syncopation features prominently in live or recorded performances of New England 
fiddle music, particularly those of older fiddlers. L.O. Weeks, in his performance of “Hull’s 
Victory,” frequently anticipates the downbeat by approximately one half of a beat.174 This 
propels the music forward, providing essentially the same effect as slurring into a downbeat. Due 
to his frequent sliding into the pitch on these anticipations, as well as a slight lack of rhythmic 
precision on these syncopated entrances, Weeks’s rendition of this tune captures a particularly 
unrefined character (Audio 2-6). Furthermore, these characteristics reflect the distinctive 
influences of African American fiddling and minstrelsy performance upon an evolving, 
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twentieth-century New England fiddle style.175 In the Second Violin Sonata, Ives syncopates 
extensively; some of these gestures clearly imitate the fiddler’s performing style. 
 
Ornamentation and Variation 
Fiddlers employ several techniques by which to vary the basic melodic content of a tune 
such as adding in ornaments and double stops or altering the contour of the basic melody. New 
England fiddlers approach tune variation rather conservatively, generally preferring clean 
interpretations of the original melody.176 However, as with many elements of fiddling style, both 
the floridity and the virtuosity of these variations differs among individual fiddlers. 
In the case of added embellishments, New England fiddlers borrow most heavily from 
Irish fiddling traditions, especially when performing Irish tunes such as the jig.177 Common 
ornaments used by New England fiddlers include grace notes of various lengths, including what 
Hébert refers to as a roll-up, or a rapid scalar ascent into a main melodic pitch.178 Rolls, turns, 
trills, and mordents are also frequently used, typically decorating scalar, repeated, or sustained 
pitches, yet without altering the main notes of a tune.179 In addition to these ornaments, short 
slides or pitch bends connecting notes a second or third apart are common. In my analysis, I 
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point out passages in which Ives uses these typical fiddling ornaments or appears to mimic them 
in some form, with suggestions on how to perform them in the fiddling style. 
In practice, the use of embellishments ranges from none or almost none, as in the 
observed performance of “Dusty Miller” by Larry Older, to more florid renditions, an example of 
which includes Rodney Miller’s recorded performance of “Lady Walpole’s Reel” (Audio 2-7).180 
Although by no means a perfect conclusion, variations and tune renditions have, generally 
speaking, become more actively ornamented in the modern era of New England fiddling. 
However, performances such as Uncle Joe Shippee’s (1926) recording of a medley of reels 
demonstrates that the liberal use of Irish-style ornaments such as rolls was certainly stylistically 
accepted by some older fiddlers (Audio 2-8).181 
Fiddlers incorporate double stops into their renditions for numerous reasons, including 
heightened virtuosity, variety, as well as to provide rhythmic or musical emphasis. Normally, 
these double stops involve at least one open string, as it is easier for the fiddler to play a double 
stop in tune when only one string must be stopped with a finger. However, more proficient 
fiddlers do perform fingered double or multiple stops, often in order to showcase their technical 
capabilities.182 
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As with ornamentation, New England fiddlers are somewhat modest in their inclusion of 
double stops, particularly as compared with other fiddling traditions.183 Most often, double stops 
are added at the ends of phrases as a means by which to emphasize cadences. Such double stops 
are even notated in old-time tune books such as Mellie Dunham’s Fiddling Tunes; notably, in the 
tune “Little Stack of Barley,” fingered double stops are included, indicating that the technique 
was perhaps not so foreign to older New England fiddlers.184 Actual recordings of Dunham’s 
playing do reveal a more copious usage of double stops than the sheet music attributed to him 
indicates. His 1926 recording of “Mountain Rangers” is particularly illustrative, as Dunham not 
only consistently adds an open string double stop to nearly every cadence, but also sprinkles 
added open strings throughout the main melody (Audio 2-9).185 
Modern New England fiddlers employ double stops more generously and are more likely 
on the whole to explore more virtuosic varieties of such double stops. For example, in his 
rendition of the famous tune “Money Musk,” Rodney Miller includes double stops of a high 
degree of difficulty: consecutive parallel fifths (Audio 2-10).186 As the open strings of the violin 
are tuned in fifths, executing parallel fifths requires stopping two strings with the same finger 
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simultaneously while ascending or descending the fingerboard, a particularly virtuosic technique 
that confounds even classical violinists.187 
In the Second Violin Sonata, Ives has the violinist perform numerous double stops and 
chords. While some of these double stops serve virtuosic purposes or fill out the texture, it is 
clear that some do mimic fiddling techniques—such as adding in open string drones—or could 
be performed in a way that reflects or enhances fiddling style. 
Although double stopping is often an intentional addition, it is important to note that, due 
to technical imperfections, double stops occasionally occur accidentally. Fiddler Johnny 
McCarthy offers one explanation for this phenomenon, stating that that the fiddler’s tendency to 
emphasize the down-bow sometimes causes a nearby open string to be hit by the bow.188 During 
Louis Riendeau’s performance, Spielman detects some unintentional double-stopping during 
string crossings, with two strings sounding simultaneously at times rather than just one.189 
Likewise, in representative examples of their playing, fiddlers like Mellie Dunham, L.O. Weeks, 
Elmer Barton, and Wes Dickinson prove susceptible to accidental double stopping. For example, 
in his performance of “Durang’s Hornpipe,” Dickinson adds several open string double stops, 
some of which appear to be a result of his heavy down-bow stroke or difficulties during string 
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crossings (Audio 2-11).190 In the Second Violin Sonata, there are a couple of passages in which I 
feel that Ives alludes to this specific absence of technical precision. 
 
Additional Characteristics of New England Fiddling 
  Scordatura or cross-tuning is the practice of tuning one or more of the strings of the 
violin to a different pitch than standard E–A–D–G tuning. Fiddlers employ this technique in 
order to simplify fingerings, increase the number of diatonic open string double stops, or allow 
for sympathetic string vibrations as a tonal effect.191 However, this technique has not historically 
been used by New England fiddlers, perhaps due to the relative infrequency of double 
stopping.192 
Historically, fiddlers typically performed solo for dances or other diversions. However, 
by the early twentieth century, some form of accompaniment became commonplace, partially 
due to widespread piano ownership among New England families. Furthermore, dances 
increasingly occurred outside of the home in larger public venues, and therefore required a 
greater volume of sound that could only be provided by an ensemble.193 These dance bands 
included typical instruments such as the piano, guitar, or drums, but notably also involved a 
second fiddle player. The addition of a second fiddler codified a practice of fiddle 
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accompaniment referred to as seconding.194 The purpose of seconding solely involves supporting 
the harmonic structure of the tune. As such, typical practices include outlining chords in 
sixteenth notes and playing double stops on offbeats. Generally, the second fiddler will take care 
not to double any of the melodic notes of the main tune.195  
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CHAPTER THREE: PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF FIDDLE GESTURES IN THE 
SECOND VIOLIN SONATA 
 
Of the four violin sonatas, Charles Ives’s Second Violin Sonata captures and conveys the 
most direct influence of fiddle music and style. The second movement, with its illustrative and 
evocative title, “In the Barn,” bears a particularly transparent connection to fiddling through 
Ives’s inclusion of quoted tunes and fiddling inflections in the violin part. However, the outer 
two movements can be similarly viewed as reflective of fiddle style, at least in faster sections 
that display liveliness akin to the middle movement. To effectively perform this sonata, it is 
important that violinists identify these explicit and possible references to fiddling gestures and 
play them in a manner that emulates the distinctive technique and style of New England fiddling. 
Fiddling is one of America’s prominent folk music traditions, having flourished into a 
richly multifaceted genre with numerous regional styles of performance. During his formative 
years in Danbury, Ives was exposed to fiddle music, and even idolized the fiddler John Starr.196 
This tradition was of course only one of many musical genres that he later referenced or parodied 
in his mature music, but in the Second Violin Sonata, it comes particularly to the fore. Although 
the direct quotation of tunes creates an overt connection, certain Ivesian compositional elements, 
especially rhythmic or metric displacement, can also be viewed as emulating the folk or amateur 
musician’s style of playing.197  
In this chapter, my analysis will deal primarily with how violinists can amplify these 
connections to fiddling through interpretive decisions that mimic the typical techniques and 
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styles of the New England fiddler’s playing, or the rustic performing aesthetic that is frequently 
associated with folk and fiddle music.198 Chapter Two of this dissertation enumerates these 
characteristics; however, Stacy Phillips provides a succinct summary of general American 
fiddling: 
Fiddle styles found in America come from traditions of solitary recreation or social 
gatherings, not concertizing. They are community-based and informal, but not without art 
and even complexity. Playing is usually done alone or with family and neighbors or for 
dances…Big tone and technique for the sake of bravura virtuosity is of little interest. 
More important are the rhythmic aspects of bowing and finger embellishments. Flawless 
perfection is not the aim. A bit of grit in playing is preferred.199 
 
In describing how the barn dance section of Washington’s Birthday should be performed, Ives in 
particular expounds on the value of gritty, unpolished playing, stating, “It’s a rough dance and 
the strings should fiddle it, not ‘play it too nice’ and the accents—they kind of dig into—down-
bow and not glide into ‘pretty’ you know what I mean.”200 This vivid directive can, by extension, 
apply to a violinist’s performance of “In the Barn” from the second sonata, as well as any 
sections in the other movements that convey elements of the fiddling or folk aesthetic. In my 
analysis, I highlight key spots in which the violinist should consider classically unconventional 
tone colors and left-hand embellishments to amplify this aesthetic, and thus avoid playing too 
“exquisitely ‘nice.’”201 
Bow usage is among the most crucial elements of fiddle playing, due to its impact upon 
phrasing, the flow and vitality of the music, and rhythmic strength. Therefore, to better emulate 
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fiddling style, there are moments in the sonata where I have found it musically necessary to 
modify Ives’s bowings or add in some sort of slurring pattern.202  
An additional consideration concerns the general use of vibrato throughout the Sonata, as 
there is a significant difference between the typical fiddler’s usage of vibrato as compared with 
classical tendencies. Generally, fiddlers vibrate on slower-paced tunes such as the waltz or air 
but omit it from performances of other genres due to the rapidity of notes. Furthermore, some 
fiddlers hardly vibrate at all, even on slower tunes, as demonstrated by Mellie Dunham’s 
rendition of the “Rippling Waves Waltz” (Audio 3-1).203  
I feel that an interpretation of the Second Violin Sonata would lack musically with a 
general avoidance of vibrato in all but the slowest sections of the piece. However, in my 
analysis, I often suggest tempering the intensity of the vibrato in an effort to better match the 
fiddling aesthetic and performing passages with open strings rather than making an effort to 
vibrate every note. Additionally, there are certain fingered pitches during which I believe Ives 
intentionally mimics the open strings of the violin; on these notes, I accordingly suggest that the 
violinist refrain from vibrating to match the pure sonority of the open strings. 
While my analysis advocates the emulation of fiddling technique and style through 
elements such as timbre, bowing, vibrato usage, approach to ornamentations, and choice of 
fingerings, there are certain elements of the fiddler’s performance style that I do not suggest 
violinists mimic during their performance of the Second Violin Sonata. For example, I do not 
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recommend that violinists copy the fiddler’s violin and bow hold posture. Additionally, while I 
suggest certain slides and pitch bends to lend the impression of imprecise intonation, I do not go 
so far as to propose that violinists actively depart from classical intonation standards. 
 
Background of the Second Violin Sonata 
Ives assembled, revised, and completed the Second Violin Sonata between 1914–17, 
around the same time as the other three violin sonatas were completed. Ives wrote relatively little 
about this work’s origins, intent, or influences. In his memoirs, he singularly cites “the old 
ragtime stuff” as his inspiration for the second movement of the sonata, referring to his Four 
Ragtime Dances for theater orchestra.204 Furthermore, while he wrote explicit program notes for 
the other three sonatas, no such note exists for the second sonata. Harmony Ives, in a letter to 
Elliott Carter, offers an explanation for this lack of a program, stating, “as to the 2nd Violin 
Sonata, Mr. Ives says the titles to the three movements would almost do as programme notes.”205 
Despite this rationale, Burkholder argues that, these titles are at most an impression of a 
“character, a setting, or a mood,” and are therefore not actually programmatic.206 
Most of Ives’s surviving notes about the sonata narrate various violinists’ reactions to the 
work after playing through it. A scrawl in the autograph of the first movement states, “played 
1911 [Edgar] Stowell. No go. He didn’t like it.”207 In his memoirs, Ives expands upon this 
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encounter, stating that Stowell found it too difficult, with “too many ideas too close together.”208 
Ives received a similarly chilly reception from the violinist Reber Johnson, who, upon hearing 
the sonata, essentially wrote it off as not actually being music; in his memoirs, Ives rebuts 
Johnson, calling the sonata a “harmless piece.”209 Although Ives was clearly affected by these 
criticisms, he does recount violinist David Talmadge, his nephew Moss’s violin teacher, being 
rather receptive to the work, and willing to give it a thoughtful reading.210 
The Second Violin Sonata was premiered in 1924 by violinist Jerome Goldstein and 
pianist Rex Tillson at Aeolian Hall. The sonata was presented alongside sonatas for violin and 
piano by Darius Milhaud and Ildebrando Pizzetti in a concert devoted to modernist music.211 
Reviews of the premiere were generally positive, exhibiting appreciation for the sonata’s 
reflection of the work of transcendentalist writer Henry David Thoreau and its impressions of 
rural America.212 However, Ives’s nephew, Brewster Ives, recounts a significant degree of 
heckling from the audience at this premiere performance: 
My earliest recollection of Uncle Charlie’s music was at a concert that he took me to 
alone. I don’t believe I was more than fifteen at the time. We went to the old Aeolian Hall 
on West 43rd Street, and we sat in the back row. His music wasn’t played until toward the 
end of the concert. It was a violin sonata, and he had his music with him. It started with 
what sounded to most people like discords, and there were protests from the audience that 
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you couldn’t miss. There were one or two who just shouted “No, No” and got up and 
stalked out of the room. Others did the same thing, and there were boos and catcalls.213 
 
During the remainder of Ives’s lifetime, the sonata was performed at least once more, by violinist 
Sol Babitz and pianist Ingolf Dahl in the 1940s. In 1950, violinist Patricia Travers and pianist 
Otto Herz released the sonata’s premiere recording.214 
About twenty years after the completion and initial premiere of the Second Violin Sonata, 
John Kirkpatrick, in correspondence with the Ives family, expressed great interest in studying, 
performing, and publishing the work, mirroring an increasing openness and positivity towards 
Ives’s compositions later in his life. Kirkpatrick was particularly interested in exploring the 
sonata’s connections with traditional American music and fiddling. Therefore, he hoped to 
collaborate with Louise Rood, a classical violinist who was also experienced in the fiddling style. 
Kirkpatrick says of Rood: 
There’s an excellent fiddler up at Smith College, at Northampton, Miss Louise Rood. 
She’s known mostly as a violist, but I’ve heard her do some wonderful violin playing too. 
Her whole approach to music typifies (for me) the best in what one might call U.S. art. I 
sent her a copy, and we’ve been trying to get together on it and have a reading-over 
session, but either one thing or another has intervened…I want very much to see how 
she’d go at the bowings. She knows a lot about country fiddling.215 
 
It is unclear whether or not Kirkpatrick and Rood ever actually ended up collaborating on the 
second sonata. In a letter to the Ives family from November 1944, Kirkpatrick states that the two 
would be playing the sonata in a concert the following April; however, in subsequent 
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correspondence from about a year later, he states that they still had not gotten together, 
lamenting that “both of us have just had too much to do.”216 For this reason, it is doubtful that 




The Second Violin Sonata has three movements, with each bearing a programmatic title: 
I. Autumn 
II. In the Barn 
III. The Revival 
 
As with most of the movements of the violin sonatas, the outer two movements of the 
Second Violin Sonata are cumulative settings.218 The first movement, as its title indicates, sets 
the hymn tune Autumn, while the last movement sets the hymn Nettleton.219 The formal structure 
of the second movement is what Burkholder calls an instrumental patchwork, in which “a 
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melody is stitched together from fragments paraphrased from many tunes.”220 In the case of the 
second movement, Ives borrows from various fiddle tunes, his own Four Ragtime Dances, and 
the patriotic tune “The Battle Cry of Freedom.” 
 
Editions and Publisher Errors 
 
 In his dissertation research, violinist Eugene Gratovich extensively analyzed all of the 
manuscripts of the violin sonatas housed at the Yale University Library Ives Collection, and 
collated discrepancies between them. Performers of the violin sonatas should refer to this 
dissertation during their preparations to correct or consider inconsistencies between Ives’s 
manuscripts and the published scores. 
Given that this dissertation concerns issues of performance practice, I will refer to the 
score of the Second Violin Sonata as published commercially by Schirmer (1951), as it is the 
most readily available edition for a performer’s use. This publication is based on a copy of the 
score used by John Kirkpatrick in 1944 for an intended performance with Louise Rood.221 
Owing to his poor health, Ives was not heavily involved in the process of the sonata’s 
publication; therefore, the manuscript went to print with several uncorrected errors.222 
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Throughout the analysis, I will point out any critical errors such as wrong notes. For a full list of 
these errors, readers may reference Appendix A.223 Furthermore, Appendix B contains my own 
edited version of the entire violin part, which contains corrections to all of these errors and 
editorial markings that reflect the interpretive suggestions of this analysis. 
 
General Performance Considerations 
 
Before delving into an analysis of the sonata from a fiddle performance perspective, 
violinists should consider a couple of general performance ambiguities. One such consideration 
concerns how the performer should differentiate between the accent ( > ) and the carat ( ^ ), 
articulations that both imply additional emphasis on a note. In this sonata, Ives frequently 
switches between these two articulations within the same stylistic context, or even during 
statements of similar gestures; however, some logical differences can be parsed out. The accent, 
which appears more frequently than the carat, seems to be Ives’s choice articulation to 
emphasize notes of a longer duration, although this certainly does not preclude its use on faster 
rhythms. Ives uses the carat, an articulation that generally implies a stronger emphasis, more 
sparingly, yet generally on shorter durations. In his analysis of the Fourth Violin Sonata, 
Thompson observes that the carat often seems to highlight either a significant dissonance or 
some sort of rhythmic or motivic transformation, an analysis that seems broadly applicable to the 
second sonata as well.224 
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To distinguish these two articulations in performance, Thompson suggests that “accents 
in the violin should be stung while carats are heavily dragged by the bow.”225 Although this may 
be an appropriate conclusion for the fourth sonata, I find this assessment difficult to apply 
throughout the second sonata, mostly on account of passages such as mm. 186–189 in the second 
movement, in which the carats mark groupings of sixteenth notes and are furthermore staccato. 
In such circumstances, I feel that moving the bow with a dragging motion will result in some 
undesirable slowing of the tempo. Rather, I generally suggest performing carats with a sharp 
attack while emphasizing simple accents in a broader manner, although this is of course 
contingent on the rhythmic or musical context. 
Another consideration concerns an optional part for second pianist that Ives wrote at the 
end of the second movement. This additional part, which begins after m. 195, is for “[extra] 
player as drum corps” and features a repeated low register tone cluster to create a drum-like 
effect.226 This piano-drum part is not included in the commercial publication of this sonata and is 
only rarely performed or recorded. In their remarks at the Charles Ives Centennial Conference, 
Gratovich and Kirkpatrick expressed differing opinions regarding the merits of this added part. 
Gratovich considered it a worthwhile addition, finding that audiences take to it positively. 
However, Kirkpatrick expressed concerns that this heavy and noisy added part distracts from the 
depth of character and complex textural interplay present at the ending of this movement.227 In 
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their recording for Folkways Records, Gilbert Kalish and Paul Zukovsky include this additional 
piano-drum part, providing an extraordinary recorded example of this practice.228 Listeners will 
note the exciting amplification of sound and energy towards the end of this movement, yet may 
also find themselves agreeing with Kirkpatrick’s assessment that it does muddy the texture. 
 
Performance Analysis of Movement I: “Autumn” 
 
The first movement sets the second stanza of the hymn tune Autumn by F. H. 
Barthélémon (Example 3-1).229 The movement derives entirely from this one hymn, and 
therefore does not reference any fiddle or popular tunes.230 However, this does not preclude the 
idea that Ives treats this hymn theme within a folk or fiddling-inspired context, an interpretation 
supported by the documented practice of fiddlers incorporating sacred music into their 
performances. For example, one Vermonter fiddler indicates that the fiddler’s repertory was 
quite diverse, stating, “When a man went out to play for a dance years ago—even old fiddlers—
they played everything from hymns right up through to waltz, fox-trots, polkas, and two steps, 
and all this sort of thing.”231 Likewise, within a recorded medley of fiddle tunes, fiddler John 
McDermott inserts a brief performance of the hymn “Jesus Loves the Little Children.”232 Such 
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examples demonstrate that it was not unusual for New England fiddlers to perform popular hymn 
tunes and, furthermore, suggests the plausibility of interpreting Ives’s setting of this Autumn 
melody as evocative of fiddling style.233 
 
Example 3-1: Autumn by F. H. Barthélémon, stanza two (melody)234 
 
In this movement, Ives vacillates stylistically between slow, rhapsodic music, and faster, 
livelier music. While broader gestures and phrases are more musically inspired by or reflective 
of nineteenth- and twentieth-century art music, faster sections of the movement convey folk 
music impressions through melodic simplicity and vivacity of rhythm, and therefore can benefit 
musically and stylistically from an approach in which the violinist replicates fiddling 
characteristics, techniques, or tonal qualities. 
 
Adagio maestoso, mm. 1–9 
Ives opens the first movement with a weighty statement of a countermelody to Autumn, 
which immediately gives way to layering of other principal themes in a subdued dynamic. As 
this mystical introductory section precedes the upbeat and folk-like setting of Autumn that begins 
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in m. 10, Ives seems to mirror the opening to Washington’s Birthday, in which he depicts a bleak 
winter’s evening through slow and highly-dissonant music before breaking out into the 
subsequent barn dance.235 In this movement, the introduction concludes with the piano and violin 
both intoning four chords, almost reminiscent of a distantly tolling bell that perhaps signals the 
start time of a dance. While these programmatic elements are not explicitly described by Ives, as 
he does for Washington’s Birthday, the performers can still draw inspiration from these ideas in 
crafting a suspenseful setting to precede the rollicking Allegro moderato. Furthermore, the 
violinist can foreshadow one element of fiddling style by sliding into the B♭5 in m. 7. 
  
Allegro moderato, mm. 10–32 
 Following this ponderous introduction, Ives abruptly presents and develops a fragment of 
the Autumn theme in a buoyant and upbeat musical context. The limited range and conjunct 
simplicity of this melody suggest folk inspiration, as it would have been accessible to a fiddle 
player without requiring advanced techniques such as shifting. Additional elements in the violin 
part subtly reference fiddling style, such as the open harmonies in the chord at m. 14, and the 
frequent inclusion of anticipatory syncopations, as in m. 10 and m. 15.236  
When playing this theme, the violinist should prioritize simple fingerings that stay 
entirely in first position and use the open strings rather than avoid them for timbral reasons.237 
This will best reflect the fiddler’s technique and keep the performance from sounding too refined 
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and typically classical. For an example of the difference between a fiddle-like performance and a 
classical interpretation, compare how Hansheinz Schneeburger (Audio 3-2) and Hilary Hahn 
(Audio 3-3) perform mm. 10–15.238 In this passage, Schneeburger clearly uses the open strings 
whenever possible and vibrates quite sparingly on the other notes, elements that lend a coarser 
quality to his performance. However, in her interpretation, Hahn maintains a constant vibrato 
throughout the phrase and avoids using the open strings, which contributes to her performance 
sounding more polished and, therefore, in line with traditional classical standards. 
In his brief article on performing the Second Violin Sonata, Gratovich highlights the 
importance of driving the rhythm throughout faster sections of the movement such as mm. 10–
18. More specifically, he suggests that violinists connect the bow stroke on tied notes in order to 
emphasize syncopations while, at the same time, keeping shorter rhythms quite staccato.239 To 
emulate the strong, even tone of a New England fiddler, I suggest that violinists build upon this 
approach by consciously maintaining uniformity of the bow stroke on down- and up-bows and 
between eighth or sixteenth notes.240 Where Ives marks carats and accents, as in m. 11, pressure 
from the first finger can then be added to the bow, even to the point of roughness. When 
switching to slurs at m. 12, the violinist should avoid letting the energy decay by emphasizing 
bowing changes in order to continue a propulsive rhythmic energy. 
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 In m. 13, the violin plays a three-note chord containing the notes A3, D4, and A4, a 
figure that essentially supplants the piano’s accompaniment role for one measure. Ives’s voicing 
of this chord is reminiscent of a common fiddle cross-tuning in the key of D major, although, 
given the inclusion of two open strings, this chord would still be relatively easy for a fiddler to 
perform even without retuning. In order to emphasize the accents, the violinist should take a 
down-bow on beats four and five of m. 13. The chord should be heavily attacked, allowing the 
open D and A strings to ring fully and adopt a brassy tone. Following this measure, the shorter, 
separated bowing style introduced in m. 10 should resume. Here, Ives destabilizes the rhythm 
through a couple of syncopations that are reminiscent of a fiddler anticipating the beat; to accent 
this instability, the violinist should pull the bow with faster speed. 
 Between mm. 10–18, I recommend a couple of small bowing changes that will prevent 
awkward bowings and allow most strong beats to fall on a down-bow. In m. 10 (Example 3-2), I 
recommend hooking together the fourth and fifth notes of the measure, so that the double stop in 
the second half of the measure may land on a down-bow. In m. 16, the last two beats of the 
measure should be similarly hooked together on up-bow, so that the double stop passage in m. 17 
may begin on a strong down-bow (Example 3-3). 
 
Example 3-2: Measure 10 bowing change to keep strong beats on down-bow 
 
Example 3-3: Measure 16 bowing change so m. 17 begins on down-bow 
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On account of some tricky consecutive double stops, the section between mm. 16–18 
poses a particular challenge to violinists. This passage, which consists of parallel octaves, thirds, 
and sixths, does not melodically resemble fiddle music, as it would be much too virtuosic for the 
average fiddler.241 As the rhythm continues to vigorously drive forward, it is important that the 
violinist maintains a fast bow speed with sharp, cutting strokes on sixteenth notes, even in spite 
of the passage’s technical difficulties. Pedagogically, it may be worthwhile for the violinist to 
practice this passage with single notes at first so as to work on managing the bow correctly, and 
then add the double stops while trying to maintain the same bowing energy. 
 In m. 19, the violin plays a quick quadruple stop that slurs immediately into a triplet 
eighth note. This chord can be played with a degree of roughness, as if a fiddler is sloppily 
crossing between the G and E strings. While it may be tempting to break the notated slur in order 
to articulate the triplet, this slur should be observed in order to continue propelling the melody 
forward. Astute observers might note the melodic resemblance of m. 19 to the opening of “Oh! 
Susanna” by Stephen Foster; however, on account of the brevity and context of the alleged 
quotation, this reference is somewhat dubious.242 
Between mm. 20–25, Ives gradually relaxes the tempo while filling out the harmonic 
density of the piano part, indicating a transition to a more romantic-inspired aesthetic. This 
broader, emotionally effusive style continues through to m. 33, the reprise of the opening Adagio 
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maestoso. However, during a fleeting interlude between mm. 26–27, Ives seems to reflect back 
to the previous, folk-like material. For example, in m. 26, the violin part clearly contains an 
allusion to the open strings of the violin, perhaps in a tuning context on account of the open 
fifths, as well as the top D♯5 serving like an out of tune E string. To highlight this reference, the 
violinist should perform this measure legato and a bit carelessly, as if taking a moment in the 
middle of a piece to tune. The D♯5 should be played without vibrato and with a clear tone, 
mimicking the quality of an open string. 
In m. 27, Ives writes più mosso (as a cadenza) – quite hurried, indicating that the 
performers may take liberties with rubato during this measure. However, several issues 
complicate the performance of this section, primary among them being synchronicity between 
the violinist and pianist. The right hand of the piano follows the violin rhythm exactly, with the 
exception of the sixth beat of m. 27; however, the left hand of the piano features a more active 
part, with running sixteenth and triplet eighth notes. Therefore, violinists cannot perform this 
measure entirely in an improvisatory fashion, as this would make it prohibitively difficult for 
pianists to follow them successfully; in fact, performers may find it more successful to have the 
pianist lead the timing of the measure. In either case, violinists and pianists must work together 
to lend this measure a whimsical, unpredictable air. Stylistically, the violinist should observe the 
written up-bow staccato, albeit with a flying staccato quality, in which the bow lifts off the 
string. Furthermore, the violinist can enhance the rustic and capricious aesthetic by adding in a 





Largo, mm. 33–42 
Between mm. 33–42, Ives reprises the opening introduction, this time entirely within a 
soft dynamic. Given Ives’s explicit and repetitious dynamic indications, the violinist should 
maintain an airy tone and a narrow vibrato, perhaps retaining the fiddler’s simplicity of tone, 
even in spite of the general absence of fiddling imitation in this section. Furthermore, the 
violinist should feel free to add in portamenti between pitches as inspired in order to contribute 
to the murky, yearning atmosphere of this interlude. 
 
Allegro risoluto con brio, mm. 43–66 
 Between mm. 43–66, Ives develops the Autumn theme in an active rhythmic context, akin 
to m. 10. This section particularly resembles the gestures of fiddle music due to Ives’s frequent 
use of the simple shuffle rhythm, either overtly, as in mm. 48–50, or in a syncopated context, as 
in mm. 43–47. The following examples demonstrate Ives’s use of this rhythmic pattern within 
both such contexts. 
 
Example 3-4a: Simple shuffle rhythm 
Example 3-4b: Simple shuffle rhythm used in mm. 48–49 
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Example 3-4c: Simple shuffle with tied syncopations, mm. 43–44 
 
To stylistically mimic the fiddler’s execution of the simple shuffle, throughout this 
section, the violinist should keep the bow hold relaxed and the wrist moving freely while playing 
in the upper half of the bow. Where the dynamic is relatively soft, between mm. 43–50, this wrist 
flexibility will help keep the bow stroke light and full of air. The stroke should stay relatively 
crisp and separated, with slight emphases on syncopations through increased bow speed. To play 
the accents in m. 46, the violinist can dig the bow into the string in the upper half of the bow; the 
resultant tone quality will be quite choppy and rough, which will match the fiddler’s in style and 
execution. However, at the parallel fifths in m. 50, the violinist can and should attack these notes 
near the frog, in order to convincingly punctuate the carats. 
 Between mm. 43–50, violinists should consider what fingerings most persuasively 
convey a fiddler’s sound, even though much of this phrase is significantly out of the range of a 
typical fiddler. To do so, I recommend keeping the majority of this phrase on the E string 
(Example 3-5). While this fingering is more difficult to execute than some alternatives, due to a 
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Example 3-5: Suggested fingerings for mm. 43–50 
 
Transitioning out of the second largo section, I opt to start in fourth position in order to 
play the octave A♭ on the downbeat of m. 43. As this first statement is in a relatively soft, 
mezzo-piano dynamic, mm. 43–44 can remain in fourth position, despite some necessary 
crossing to the A string. However, as the music builds in intensity, so too does the importance of 
remaining on the open E string, which is reflected in my fingering and shifting decisions. In m. 
49, I suggest shifting down between the two sixteenth notes in this measure, which could be 
tricky to execute accurately in tempo. Accordingly, I suggest approaching this shift, which goes 
between the eighth and fifth positions, as a crawling shift, in which the fingers shift down ahead 
of the rest of the arm; this will allow the fingers to shift quickly and efficiently. 
 Between mm. 51–57, the violin and piano reverse melodic roles, with the violin taking 
over development of the Autumn countermelody. In m. 51, the violin plays two perfect fifth 
double stops that seem to evoke the instrument’s open strings (Example 3-6).244 However, these 
double stops are fingered fifths, which result in a muffled tone quality compared to unstopped 
                                                      
244 Melodically, this also restates the opening piano gesture in m. 1 of the movement. 
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open strings. In order to effectively mimic the resonance of the open strings, the violinist should 
attack each double stop with a sharp yet fast bow stroke.245 Measure 53 should also be performed 
in this manner, even though the fifths are only separated by the interval of the second and are 
therefore less suggestive of the open strings. In mm. 54–56, where the violin returns to playing a 
single-voice melody, the violinist should continue to play with an energetic bow stroke. Where 
the double stops resume in m. 57, the violinist should add weight to the bow stroke so that the 
pitches sound clearly with a full tone. 
 
Example 3-6a: Measure 51  Example 3-6b: Example open string transposition 
 
In m. 58, the first slur should use the entire length of the bow to ensure a successful 
crescendo; however, the second slur on beat three should take the bow back to at most the middle 
of the bow, so that the subsequent sixteenth notes stay in the middle to upper part of the bow. 
Alternatively, the violinist can split the first slur up into shorter slurs. For example, in his 
recording of the sonata, violinist Daniel Stepner slurs as shown in Example 3-7b.246 This bowing 
emphasizes the weaker subdivisions of the beat and, when coupled with the syncopations, leads 
to a desirably off-kilter feeling. Furthermore, these shorter slurs allow violinists to stay 
consistently in the upper half of the bow. 
                                                      
245 The bow will have to slow significantly on the dotted half note on the second beat in order to 
sustain the length of the note, but this principle should still be applied to the extent possible. 
 
246 Charles Ives, Violin Sonata no. 2, Daniel Stepner and John Kirkpatrick, Musical Heritage 
Society MHS 5291876, 2009, CD. 
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Example 3-7a: Measure 58, original bowing 
 
Example 3-7b: Measure 58, alternative bowing 
 
Between mm. 59–66, Ives states a near-exact repetition of mm. 43–50.247 However, this 
time the passage is in fortissimo, which the violinist should reflect by using an ample amount of 
bow. As before, the bow should at all times remain into the string, even if this results in some 
scratchiness of tone; in fact, so long as the violin’s resonance is not suffocated, playing with a 
rough tone quality will amplify the fiddling parody. As before, this section should remain on the 
E string as much as possible, perhaps even more crucially here given the fortissimo dynamic. In 
Example 3-8, I have notated fingerings for mm. 59–66 that reflect the slight changes in the 
melodic content of this phrase. Curiously, in m. 66, Ives notates a different articulation marking 
on the parallel fifth double stops: accents, rather than carats as in m. 50. Despite this notational 
discrepancy, I would not approach these double stops differently in terms of emphasis or weight, 
as accents within a fortissimo dynamic are certainly intended to be forceful and punchy. 
 
                                                      
247 Outside of the obvious dynamic difference, there are slight differences in piano voicings in 
mm. 59–61 as well as in the melodic content of the violin part beginning in m. 64. 
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Example 3-8: Fingerings for mm. 59–66 
 
Meno allegro con moto, mm. 67–83 
 
At m. 67, Ives abruptly switches to 9/8, heralding a new structural and stylistic section of 
the movement. While it is uncertain if this was Ives’s intention, this section resembles certain 
formal or fiddling-specific aspects of a jig. First of all, the switch to compound meter provides 
the most overt connection, as Ives uses the 9/8 meter, a feature of the slip jig.248 Second, the 
ornamental gestures in the violin part between mm. 72–74 evoke embellishments that fiddlers 
would typically improvise during performances. In other of his works, Ives variously quotes jig 
tunes such as “Garryowen” or “The Irish Washerwoman;” while this section does not quote any 
such known tune, it does not preclude the possibility that Ives is imitating the style.249  
                                                      
248 Hébert, Fiddling Demystified, 11. 
 
249 Henderson, The Charles Ives Tunebook, 207. Ives does create original works in an existing 
non-classical style or genre. For example, as will be noted later in the chapter, the “quadrille” 
that opens the second movement of the sonata is an original Ives composition in quadrille style. 
His juvenile piece, New Year’s Day for piano similarly is an original composition in fiddle-tune 
style. Burkholder, All Made of Tunes, 14. 
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To heighten this possible connection with the jig, violinists should consider certain 
bowing elements such as an appropriate bow stroke and use of slurs. When performing the jig, 
fiddlers generally use a lighter and bouncier bow stroke.250 In this section, the violinist should 
mimic this bowing style on the eighth notes while keeping longer notes, such as the dotted 
quarter notes, buoyant, with a degree of dynamic decay during each bow stroke. In her book, 
Hébert states that up-bows help accentuate and provide lift to the strong beats in a jig; in this 
section of the movement, the violinist can apply this principle as desired when working out 
bowings.251 
The thirty-second note gestures between mm. 72–74 are of particular stylistic and 
technical difficulty, especially given the brisk tempo of this section. To solve this issue, 
Gratovich suggests slurring these gestures together, performing them as “quasi grace notes” to 
the subsequent note.252 This will drive the phrase forward and avoid any sluggishness of tempo 
due to the inherent difficulties of playing so many fast, separated notes. Additionally, these 
gestures will better resemble fiddle-type ornaments when all slurred together; for example, the 
gesture on the last beat of m. 72 resembles an extended and chromatic play on the common 
fiddling ornament of the roll-up (Example 3-9). 
 
                                                      
250 Donna Hébert, “Lesson #2: Jiggety-Jig to the Dance,” Fiddling Demystified Blog, July 24, 
2013, accessed May 27, 2020, https://fiddlingdemystified.com/blog/lesson-2. 
 
251 Hébert, Fiddling Demystified, 11. 
 
252 Gratovich, “Ives Second Violin Sonata,” 47. 
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Example 3-9a: Example roll-up ornaments in Hébert notation of “Kitty Magee,” mm. 1–2 
 
Example 3-9b: Measure 72, beat 3 
 
The gestures on the downbeats of m. 73 and 74 both resemble arpeggiated chords, and as 
such should also be slurred together in order to maximize this resemblance. In addition to these 
ornamental slurs, I suggest slurring across bar lines between mm. 74–76 to mimic typical jig 
bowings, and to continue propelling the phrase forward. Example 3-10 outlines all of the above 
bowing suggestions.253 
 
Example 3-10: Suggested bowing changes to highlight jig- and fiddle-like gestures 
 
At the opening of the Meno allegro, the violin and the two hands of the piano are 
rhythmically and metrically at odds, each playing their own distinct rhythmic and phrasing 
                                                      
253 Hébert, Fiddling Demystified, 11–12. 
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pattern. The aural effect of these layered rhythmic patterns further suggests that Ives is parodying 
fiddle music throughout this section of the movement, in a manner similar to the scene that 
inspired Washington’s Birthday: “Sometimes the change in tempo and mixed rhythms would be 
caused by a fiddler who, after playing three or four hours steadily, was getting a little sleepy—or 
by another player who had been seated too near the hard cider barrel.”254 
This lack of synchronicity between all of the voices, or even with the written meter, are 
evident through the following rhythmic devices. First of all, Ives delays the entrance of the violin 
part by one eighth note, immediately putting the violin out of sync with the piano. Secondly, 
although the right hand of the piano plays straight eighth notes, Ives phrases them in groups of 
two rather than the expected three. This puts the piano and violin part furthermore at odds, as the 
violin part, although offset by an eighth note, mostly adheres to typical compound meter 
groupings. Finally, the left hand of the piano plays duple eighth notes, further destabilizing the 
meter. Given the extent of this rhythmic instability, I recommend that the violinist exaggerates 
the attack and release of the bow stroke, as this will highlight its distinct rhythmic voice while 
maintaining a buoyant tone quality. 
 In mm. 75–78, the musical intensity increases, indicated by a preponderance of accents. 
In performing this section, the violinist should heed Hébert’s recommendations to “be wary of a 
heavy arm” when playing jigs by using full, fast bows to accent the notes rather than added 
pressure.255 In mm. 77–78, Ives alters the predominant bowing, adding slurs into the violin part 
                                                      
254 Ives, Memos, 97. 
 
255 Donna Hébert, “Lesson #3: Rhythm Bowing Patterns for Jigs and Reels,” Fiddling 




that begin from the second eighth note of each three-note group. Although Ives almost certainly 
adds these slurs to create a beat displacement, this bowing is characteristically jig-like.256 The 
violinist should emphasize the beginning of these slurs, even when not expressly accented, to 
help highlight the beat displacement and rhythmic groove. 
 As the phrase becomes more sustained beginning in m. 79, the violinist should play with 
an expressive and full tone. Although a richer vibrato is certainly warranted, the violinist should 
continue to keep their fingerings simple by staying mostly in first position. Following the meter 
change at m. 81, the tone can become heavy and labored in reflection of the slowing tempo and 
thickening piano texture. 
 
Meno Mosso—Maestoso, mm. 84–109 
Where the triplets return in m. 86, I find that the vivacious jig character does as well. To 
emulate fiddlers, the violinist should consider sliding or bending the pitch between the B♭ and B♮ 
in mm. 86–87 and should attack the chord on the third beat of m. 87 with brashness and ferocity. 
When shifting between the B♭5 and G6 in m. 88, the violinist should feel free to slide, as this 
will lend the performance a less precise character. Furthermore, any fiddler would 
unquestionably slide between such an extreme change of position in order to gauge the approach 
to the correct pitch.257  
                                                      
256 On p. 27 of Fiddling Demystified, Donna Hébert provides an example of common jig slurs, 
many of which slur across the bar line in a similar manner to this measure. 
 
257 I struggle to find examples of this in early twentieth-century recordings of fiddlers, simply 
because shifting to upper positions was rarely performed by fiddlers of that time. However, in 
modern recordings, such sliding, even to third position, is quite noticeable, as in Rodney Miller’s 
rendition of “Road to Boston” or Frank Ferrel’s rendition of “Highland Jig.” 
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 At face value, the running triplet eighth notes in m. 89 do not appear particularly of 
interest. However, following Hébert’s outline of jig-style slurs, the violinist can add some slurs 
across beats to amplify connections to the jig (Example 3-11). I find these extra slurs to be 
particularly effective here on account of the semitones going into beat two of m. 89 and the 
downbeat of m. 90. Bending the pitch between these semitones will also add an additional layer 
of fiddling association. 
 
Example 3-11: Measure 89 added slurs across bar line 
 
Where the rhythm once again returns to duple eighth notes and, furthermore, Ives 
indicates that the music should broaden out (mm. 90–91), the music returns to a romantic 
aesthetic, with less association to fiddling. By m. 95, this is particularly apparent due to the 
maestoso indication, as well as references to the opening Adagio in the piano. However, the 
violin part, being quite extroverted in its statement of the full Autumn theme, could certainly 
benefit from a rustic or strident approach to tone color and even some sliding between shifts 
during the octaves (mm. 95–96). At m. 97, Ives writes three triple stops that, given the accent 
markings, as well as the difficult voicings of the second and third chords, he almost certainly 
implies should be played harshly. The violinist should attack these chords with a brushed bow 
stroke, almost as if mirroring the motion of strumming the chords in pizzicato; this will allow the 
second and third chords to resonate as much as possible in spite of the difficult voicing. 
As the movement winds down to its close, the violinist should aim for simplicity. I find 
that by m. 99, where the dynamic decreases, fingerings that remain in first position and use the 
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open strings are particularly effective for clarity and ease. Similarly, the vibrato should be small 
and narrow, perhaps excepting mm. 102–104, where the intensity and dynamic increases.  The 
bow stroke should generally remain airy, with lots of speed but minimal pressure, from m. 99 
until the crescendo in m. 102, and then again from m. 105 until the end of the movement. 
  
Performance Analysis of Movement 2: “In the Barn” 
In the second movement, “In the Barn,” Ives parodies fiddling music and technique to a 
profound extent, signaled by liberal quoting or paraphrasing of existing fiddle and popular tunes. 
In the movement, Ives quotes the fiddle tunes “Sailor’s Hornpipe,”258 “Money Musk,” “The 
White Cockade,” and “Turkey in the Straw,” and extensively develops the patriotic tune “The 
Battle Cry for Freedom.” Many of these tunes share melodic similarities, which allows Ives to 
seamlessly lace them together, even within the same phrase.259 Compositional techniques such as 
this help Ives to convey an impression of the barn dance by illustrating the chaos of competing or 
ever-changing fiddle performances. As a result, performers must be attuned to quick shifts of 
texture, style, and character. 
The piano’s role further highlights this movement’s fiddling origins, as, from the outset, 
it assumes a predominantly chordal accompaniment role rather than maintaining an equal 
chamber music partnership with the violin part. Particularly in the first section of the movement, 
Ives frequently has the piano playing an alternating bass–chord pattern in eighth notes, which is a 
                                                      
258 This tune is also referred to as “College Hornpipe” in some collections. 
 
259 Burkholder, All Made of Tunes, 315. 
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common stylistic feature of New England fiddling accompaniments.260 Although Ives allows the 
piano to gain equal or even soloistic prominence through a thicker texture in the latter two 
sections of the movement—perhaps in reflection of the constantly-building energy of the 
movement—the opening generally mimics the solo and accompaniment dynamic of the fiddle 
and keyboard, an atypical choice by Ives in comparison with most of his chamber music for 
violin and piano. 
 Formally, the movement divides into three major sections. The outer two sections are 
stylistically similar and, furthermore, exhibit Ives’s use of the instrumental patchwork structure 
to present and develop quoted tunes. In the middle section, Ives breaks into a waltz that 
references the verse and refrain from “The Battle Cry for Freedom.” Burkholder notes that, in 
this middle section, Ives switches developmental frameworks and creates an extended paraphrase 
of the “Battle Cry” tune. In contrast to the outer sections, the entire middle section derives solely 
from this one tune.261  
 
 First Section: Presto, mm. 1–107 
 The movement begins with two startling fortissimo gestures, each abruptly interrupted by 
a written-out pause. In effecting a shocking entrance at m. 1, the violinist should keep the bow 
firmly into the string and pull the bow stroke with energy, particularly on the downbeat and 
second beats of the measure to emphasize the longer notes. While a fiddler would likely play this 
                                                      
260 For example, compare similarities between the piano part in “Road to Boston/Jenny’s Gone to 
Linton” from New England Chestnuts to mm. 84–107 of the second movement. Rodney Miller 
and Randy Miller, “Road to Boston/Jenny’s Gone to Linton,” on New England Chestnuts, Great 
Meadow Music, 2001, CD, https://archive.org/details/13-road-to-boston-excerpt. 
 
261 Burkholder, All Made of Tunes, 327. 
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motive in first position, the violinist should stay on the G string to maintain depth and strength of 
tone, even allowing the sound to become gritty. In order to add additional weight to the strong 
beats, I suggest taking a double down-bow between the first and second notes of the movement. 
During the second gesture (mm. 3–5), the bow should remain into the string at the middle of the 
bow. While the separate sixteenth notes should be executed with short, scrubby bow strokes, I 
suggest that the violinist use a faster bow speed during the slurs to exaggerate the accents and the 
off-kilter syncopations. 
 Following these two seemingly false starts, the body of the movement begins in earnest at 
m. 8. Ives notes that this section should be “in a fast and rather even quadrille time.”262 The 
quadrille is a type of dance distinguished musically by being in duple meter; therefore, as the 
entire first section of this movement is in 2/4 time, Ives’s description is somewhat redundant.263 
However, his direction to keep the time “rather even” reflects the New England fiddler’s 
insistence on evenness of rhythm and bow stroke, and is of great importance to a successful 
interpretation of the section. 
 To convey evenness of tone and melodic line, the violinist should mimic the typical bow 
stroke of the New England fiddler. Simon Bronner summarizes the qualities of this stroke when 
describing fiddler John McDermott’s playing, stating, “like most other New York and New 
England folk fiddlers, McDermott uses long and short bowing strokes to punch out an 
                                                      
262 This quadrille to which Ives refers is an original tune written in the style of this type of dance, 
and not a quotation of a fiddle tune. Burkholder, All Made of Tunes, 315. 
 
263 Jabbour, liner notes to American Fiddle Tunes, 12. The quadrille distinguishes itself more 
from a dancing perspective, as it is associated with square-type dancing and, in New England, 
circle and longaways formations as well. Furthermore, quadrilles were generally considered 
more sophisticated and organizationally complex dances than other dance genres. Post, Music in 
Rural New England, 93; Jacob Cohen, “Constructions of New England,” 128. 
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uncluttered and unhurried melody.”264 Generally, New England fiddlers use a strong yet uniform 
bow stroke that remains firmly into the string at the upper half of the bow. This stroke is rather 
foreign to classical violinists, as their inclination is to engage the natural bounce near the bow’s 
balance point, particularly when playing articulations such as the staccato sixteenth notes that 
Ives writes in m. 8. Although it may feel technically unnatural, I encourage violinists to play the 
entirety of mm. 8–16 in the upper half of the bow to mimic the fiddler’s bright and even fiddling 
stroke, and, furthermore, avoid making this phrase sound too typically classical.  
 To allow the accents in mm. 9–10 and mm. 12–14 to punch out of the melodic texture, 
the violinist should attack the notes sharply with the bow, with a fast stroke. This will be easiest 
to execute during the consecutive syncopations in mm. 12–14; however, in mm. 9–10, the 
violinist will have to be sure to manage the bow properly so as not to run out of bow during the 
slurs, especially given that the stroke should stay in the upper half. During the syncopated 
gesture in mm. 12–14, I urge the violinist to avoid playing with an excessively detached stroke, 
as if to exaggerate the effect of the syncopation, but rather to connect the notes. This gesture 
seems to parody a fiddler stumbling off the beat briefly, an image that performers can use to 
shape their phrasing, as if trying to catch up to the correct beat by m. 14.265 
 From mm. 17–34, Ives launches into an extended passage that paraphrases the second 
half of the tune “Sailor’s Hornpipe.” The arpeggiated sixteenth notes that permeate this passage 
pose significant technical difficulties to the violinist, both regarding the virtuosity of the left-
                                                      
264 Bronner, “The Anglo-American Fiddle,” 28. 
 
265 This gesture may be foreshadowing Ives’s “ragging” of the melodic line, which becomes 
more pervasive roughly 30–40 measures later; however, I think it is important to explore the 




hand passagework, as well as in terms of controlling and managing the bow. Considering and 
adopting elements of the fiddler’s technique will help address some of these bowing issues, as 
this passage closely parodies the virtuosic arpeggiation present in numerous fiddle tunes, 
including not only “Sailor’s Hornpipe,” but also “Hull’s Victory” and “Fisher’s Hornpipe.”266 
To address bowing difficulties, fiddler and violinist Andrew Carlson suggests several 
technical considerations that, although applied by Carlson to actual fiddling music, can by 
extension aid violinists in performing Ives’s parody of rapid fiddling arpeggiations from mm. 
17–34. When playing any such fast passages, it is crucial that the violinist keep the right arm and 
the bow hold as relaxed and calm as possible, even at the expense of strength of sound.267 
Furthermore, the majority of the string crossing motion must come from the wrist rather than the 
entire arm; therefore, throughout this passage, the violinist must elevate the arm to accommodate 
the highest string of these arpeggiations and allow the wrist to hang freely for ease of string 
crossing.268 These technical modifications will help the violinist convey a spirited and unlabored 
character without tiring the arm too quickly. 
At the start of the passage, sound production should be of only minor concern, as Ives 
indicates a soft dynamic, and the piano texture is relatively light until m. 26. When Ives begins to 
indicate accents (mm. 26–32), the violinist should move the bow closer to the frog and attack 
these quite heavily, as this rough insistence on the beat serves as a counter to the piano’s sudden 
switch to a cross rhythm. To effectively emphasize these accents, the violinist should slightly lift 
                                                      
266 Dunham, Mellie Dunham’s Fiddlin’ Dance, 7–10. 
 
267 Andrew Arthur Carlson, “Fiddling for Classical Violinists,” Per Musi 2 (2000): 2. 
 




the bow off from the string immediately before the accented note, and then drop it heavily back 
into the string using the bow and arm’s natural weight. 
One difficulty in this section is figuring out a fingering that facilitates agility throughout 
these running arpeggiations. While the majority of the passage can be executed in first position, 
negotiating Ives’s transition to a D♭ major arpeggio in mm. 26 requires a more creative solution. 
On m. 26, I suggest shifting up to second position for the entire measure, then returning to first 
position during the open D4 in m. 27 (Example 3-12).269 Throughout the entire passage from 
mm. 17–34, the violinist should use the open strings as much as possible; some of the resultant 
string crossings will naturally break the running line, allowing the phrase to breathe.270 
 
Example 3-12: Measure 25–27 suggested fingerings 
 
Beginning at m. 35, Ives parodies the tune “Money Musk” in a melody pervaded by 
string crossings. In mm. 37–39, these string crossings are further complicated by syncopations 
across the bar line that, if bowed exactly as written, result in an awkward bowing. Therefore, I 
recommend adding in a legato slur connecting each syncopation to the following note (Example 
3-13). These bowings mimic typical bowing techniques of the New England fiddler, such as 
                                                      
269 The same fingering should be used in mm. 30–31. 
 
270 Between mm. 22–23, for example. 
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slurring across bar lines and placing slurs or syncopations on up-bows to provide lift to the 
melodic line.271 
 
Example 3-13: Measures 37–39 added slurs 
 
 
In mm. 40–43, Ives presents a clear, yet simplified statement of the opening to “Sailor’s 
Hornpipe.” Recording limitations prevent me from analyzing a period New England fiddler’s 
performance of this specific tune; however, period fiddlers’ approaches to other hornpipes can 
provide some applicable stylistic guidance. More specifically, I have considered two 
performances of the hornpipe “Hull’s Victory,” a tune that shares rhythmic similarities to the 
opening of “Sailor’s Hornpipe,” as played by fiddlers active during Ives’s lifetime.  
In his performance, Mellie Dunham clearly favors the staccato stroke, with separations 
between eighth notes using a rather fast and accented bow stroke (Audio 3-4).272 By contrast, 
L.O. Weeks plays with a smoother, more connected stroke on eighth notes (Audio 3-5).273 
Between mm. 40–43, the violinist can apply both of these contrasting bow strokes to different 
                                                      
271 Hébert, Fiddling Demystified, 15–16. 
 
272 In Dunham’s published version of “Hulls Victory,” there are staccato articulations on several 
eighth note motives, reflecting his performance articulations. Dunham, Mellie Dunham’s 
Fiddlin’ Dance, 10; Audio 3-4: Mellie Dunham, “Hull’s Victory,” on New England Traditional 
Fiddling, John Edwards Memorial Foundation JEMF-105, 1978, LP, 
https://archive.org/details/hulls-victory-mellie-dunham. 
 
273 Audio 3-5: L.O. Weeks, “Hull’s Victory,” recorded November 3, 1939, on American Fiddle 




parts of this phrase. From mm. 40–41, in which the tune statement falls on the beat, and is 
presented almost as culmination to entire beginning of the movement, the violinist should play 
with sharp bow attacks and separation between the eighth notes. However, in mm. 42–43, the 
violinist should connect the eighth notes more as a point of transition to the subsequent section, 
in which the tempo is slower, and syncopations become more prevalent. In my opinion, a small 
portamento into the B5 on the second beat of m. 43 would also be in appropriate fiddling 
character. 
The subsequent section (mm. 43–62) is what Burkholder describes as a “ragtime episode” 
that quotes Ives’s Four Ragtime Dances, No. 1 in the piano alongside fleeting references to the 
fiddle tune “Turkey in the Straw” in the violin.274 Although the violin part is mostly supportive 
of the ragging and syncopation occurring in the piano melody, the violinist should continue to 
inflect musically in fiddle style, given the continued allusions to a fiddle tune. Ives’s quotation of 
“Turkey in the Straw” here is particularly clever, as the second half of the tune contains a 
syncopated rhythmic motive that resembles ragtime rhythmic devices, as shown in Example 3-
14. Ragtime and fiddle music share other commonalities, foremost among them being a 
propensity for rhythmic or metric displacement. In ragtime, this occurs as a result of complex 
syncopations or intentional accents on offbeats, while in fiddling, beats are typically displaced as 
a result of slurring decisions that alter the stressed beat.275 
 
                                                      
274 Burkholder, All Made of Tunes, 315. 
 
275 Judith Tick, “Ragtime and the Music of Charles Ives,” Current Musicology 18 (Fall 1974): 
105; Zenger, “Violin Techniques and Traditions,” 47–48. 
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Example 3-14: “Turkey in the Straw,” mm. 9–12276 
 
In the mostly-chromatic transitional figure between mm. 44–48, I suggest that violinists 
allow their performance to take inspiration from Henry Cowell’s description of the country 
fiddler’s rustic style of performance: “[The fiddler’s] idea of music was quite different, and 
through slips and slides, and slightly off-pitch tones…he created the right and proper music for 
the village dance.”277 Accordingly, during the chromatic changes, some sliding or bending of the 
pitch is appropriate, particularly when the change of pitch comes from moving the same finger 
down a half step. The accented sixteenth notes throughout should be attacked roughly, albeit 
without any slowing of tempo. 
At m. 49, Ives suggests that the included pizzicato chord may be played ad libitum. In the 
autograph, he offers three specific possibilities: holding a bowed G4 for the entirety of the 
measure; playing F♯5 and D5 as a pizzicato double stop; and playing the whole chord as written 
in the score.278 Despite this aleatoric freedom, the violinist should strive to play the full three-
note chord, as it fills out a colorful G♯ half-diminished-seventh chord. The chord should be 
strummed with a quick and punchy stroke, with the notes sounding as close to simultaneously as 
possible in observation of the sixteenth note rhythm. 
                                                      
276 Dunham, Mellie Dunham’s Fiddlin’ Dance, 6. 
 
277 Quoted in “On Performing the Violin Sonatas,” 128. 
 
278 Gratovich, “The Sonatas for Violin and Piano,” 97. 
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In mm. 50–54, the violin accompanies the piano with an ostinato-like gesture on the notes 
E–D–C♯, a scanty fragment of “Turkey in the Straw.” Here, the bow stroke should remain 
languidly into the string in reflection of the downward motion of the melodic line. In order to 
place the accented Ds on heavy down-bows, the downbeat of m. 50 should begin on an up-bow. 
The juxtaposition of these lifted up-bows with the heavier accents immediately afterwards will 
create a natural lilt to the phrase. 
On the anacrusis to m. 57, the violin reclaims the melody with an interruptive quadruple 
stop that introduces a new motive derived from “Turkey in the Straw.” These quadruple stops 
should be executed with a sharp attack at or near the frog of the bow for maximum explosive 
power; thus, the violinist will have to retake the bow immediately preceding each chord. To 
create a brassy, blaring tone, the violinist should use roughly three-quarters of the bow on each 
chord. As some of these chords must be executed within the span of a sixteenth note, the violinist 
must cross between the strings quickly with a rapid rotation of the right wrist, and, furthermore, 
balance the chord towards the E string. The intervening sixteenth notes should have a vibrant 
energy; performing them in the upper half of the bow with a copious amount of bow will match 
the fiddler’s airy yet driving stroke. 
Between mm. 60–63, Ives transitions to a new fiddle tune statement through rhythmic 
augmentation, unwinding fiercely syncopated ragtime rhythms (mm. 60–61) into triplets (mm. 
62–63), and then eighth notes (m. 64). During this written-out ritardando, violinists should match 
the intensity of their sound to this decrease in rhythmic energy. From mm. 60–61, the violinist 
should exaggerate the accents through a rapid acceleration of bow speed, as, when coupled with 
the slurs and rhythmic instability, this passage evokes a drunken or off-beat fiddler.279 
                                                      
279 Ives, Memos, 97. 
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Additionally, playing all of the Es with the open string will heighten this jerky, cacophonous, and 
unstable effect. Where Ives switches to triplets (mm. 62–63), the bow speed can slacken, and the 
articulation can become more legato, akin to a fiddler losing energy and vibrancy of articulation. 
Between mm. 64–67, the violin briefly returns to an accompaniment role as the piano 
introduces the next quoted fiddle tune, “The White Cockade.” In outlining the harmonic changes 
through double stops, the violin momentarily assumes a role not unlike that of a second 
fiddler.280 To imitate the tone and stroke of the New England fiddler, the violinist should keep 
the bow into the string in the upper half of the bow, aiming for a choppy yet even tone. When the 
roles reverse in m. 68, the violinist should perform the melody with simplicity by staying in first 
position and using open strings. While remaining subdued, the tone should ring openly and be 
executed with a straightforward and even bow stroke in the upper half of the bow. 
In mm. 71–73, the violin plays three successive double stops in parallel fifths, an interval 
that lends the passage more than a passing resemblance to playing the open strings of the violin. 
Accordingly, the violinist should highlight this similarity by avoiding vibrato when the fifths are 
fingered and by moving the bow rapidly so that the tone resonates as fully as possible.281 The 
final perfect fifth (G4 and D5) is technically difficult to execute; the violinist must take care to 
place the third finger precisely in between the D and A strings so that the finger covers both 
strings fully and accurately. At the end of the figure (mm. 72–73), the bottom notes of the final 
double stop continue to descend the scale under the held D5, almost as if a string is being 
                                                      
280 Seconding is the practice of playing accompaniments on the fiddle and often involves 
outlining harmonies through offbeat double stops. 
 
281 Thompson, “The Fourth Sonata,” 89. 
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detuned. To heighten this association, the violinist should consider sliding between the F♯4–E4 
in m. 73. 
Beginning at the anacrusis to m. 74, Ives composes a rhythmical variant of the tune 
“Turkey in the Straw,” at first blending the normally duple-meter tune with a jig character 
through triplet manipulation (mm. 74–77), and then a rag treatment near the end of the statement 
(mm. 78–80). As Ives indicates a soft dynamic and, furthermore, the piano texture is rather 
spacious, the violinist can generally play with an airy, unforced tone in the upper-middle part of 
the bow. When carats are indicated (after m. 75), the notes should jarringly pop out of the 
texture, executed with punctuated and compact pressure from the pointer finger. Where Ives 
indicates an increase of dynamic, the bow should begin to lengthen and travel towards the frog, 
such that the sound can be explosive and extroverted by m. 81–82. On the triplets in m. 82, 
exaggerating the difference in arm weight between down- and up-bows will highlight Ives’s 
accent pattern. While roughly the same amount of bow should be used on all the bows, the up-
bows should be quite light in comparison with a rather rough down-bow attack. 
In mm. 83–86, Ives winds the musical energy up with an explicit accelerando indication 
as well as a rhythmic acceleration of a repetitive melodic motive. As the dynamic is fortissimo, 
the sixteenth notes should be played into the string, with a scrubby and insistent character. By m. 
87, these running sixteenth notes coalesce into a clear paraphrase of “Turkey in the Straw” that 
resembles a fiddler’s melodic variation upon the original tune. Between mm. 87–92, where the 
melody contains relatively few string crossings, the violinist should move the bow with a relaxed 
wrist and fingers, keeping it in the string at about the middle. The tone should remain as even as 
possible between down- and up-bows and within all registers of the phrase, with the exception of 
accented notes. 
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The offbeat accents in mm. 92–93 are particularly awkward to highlight cleanly on 
account of their placement, as well as the speed of the passage. The best solution involves 
reversing the bowing direction so that the accents fall on the naturally weightier down-bow, by 
slurring together the final two sixteenth notes in m. 91 (Example 3-15). With this backwards 
bowing, m. 92 works out relatively comfortably and naturally; however, the string crossings in 
m. 93 remain rather difficult. To perform this measure more successfully, the violinist must 
quickly swing the right arm up to accommodate the G string and use rapid flicks of the wrist to 
emphasize the accented notes on the D string. Furthermore, the third finger must aim squarely 
between the G and D strings when placed on the fingerboard in order to keep the left-hand 
motion quiet and efficient. 
 
Example 3-15: Bowing changes in mm. 91–94 
 
 
Concerning fingerings, the entirety of mm. 87–92 can and should be played in first 
position using open strings as often as possible, even if this results in additional string crossings, 
such as in m. 89. After m. 93, the melody borrows from “Money Musk,” a tune that features 
extensive string crossings and wide arpeggiations. Ives replicates these motivic elements, albeit 
through an ever-shifting harmonic language that results in rather unidiomatic passagework for 
the violin. In Example 3-16, I present a comprehensive fingering that considers enharmonic 
equivalents of the written notation to facilitate staying in the same position whenever possible. 
The first phrase (mm. 93–96) is not terribly difficult and should sound with a powerful tone 
fairly easily. However, during the subsequent phrases (mm. 97–107), where I recommend 
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staying in third position for longer, the violinist should be sure to keep the bow close to the 
bridge for clarity of tone. 
  
Example 3-16: Fingerings (red) and helpful enharmonic equivalents (blue) for mm. 95–107 
  
 
Second Section: Allegro moderato, mm. 108–174 
At m. 108, Ives abruptly shifts to a new musical framework, interrupting the vivacious 
fiddle tunes of before with an extended parody of the waltz. This middle section embodies two 
competing musical styles. On the one hand, it continues Ives’s whirlwind impression of the barn 
dance, as waltzes were among the tunes performed by fiddlers; however, he also draws deeply 
from Romantic art music, arguably for the first time in the movement. Therefore, violinists must 
consider how to synthesize these two influences and continue to mimic fiddling style within this 
new stylistic language. 
 Due to the slower tempo of most waltz tunes, the fiddler’s bow stroke reflects a greater 
degree of nuance and phrasing. As fiddlers are more apt to use the whole bow, the phrasing of 
each stroke mirrors the discrepancy in weight between the heavier frog and lighter tip of the 
bow. In the down-bow, this naturally results in a decaying sound, while up-bows feature a slight 
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lift or swell. Rodney Miller’s performance of “Narissa Waltz” provides an excellent example of 
this phrasing in aural context (Audio 3-6).282 In his performance, Miller’s stroke remains quite 
airy, only increasing in intensity and power at the climaxes of phrases, during increased rhythmic 
energy, or when playing drone double stops. 
 In the waltz section, violinists can use this bow stroke to help highlight Ives’s frequent 
use of rhythmic and metric displacement. These devices happen to be quite prominent at the 
beginning of this section (mm. 108–116), as the violin melody is often either in a hemiola with 
the written 3/4 meter or displaced from the meter by an eighth note. Following the fiddler’s 
natural tendencies of emphasizing the start of each stroke, and then allowing the sound to decay 
or swell naturally will help highlight and shape these displacements. Technically, the violinist 
should use a generous amount of bow, relatively quick bow speed, and move the right arm in an 
arching motion, as if lifting slightly at the end of each down- or up-bow. Accented notes should, 
as indicated, be played with additional pressure at the start of the bow stroke. During double 
stops, the stroke should be slightly more sustained in order to maintain the intensity and quality 
of sound. Of these double stops, the minor second on beat three of m. 113 is particularly 
dissonant, and therefore should be struck harshly near the frog of the bow. 
Given the slower pace and relaxed rhythmic intensity of the waltz, fiddlers are more apt 
to use vibrato when playing. Typically, they vibrate with a rather small and narrow motion, as 
they are somewhat inhibited by their left-hand technique. This characteristic may benefit 
violinists in their approach to the opening of the waltz, as, although it is possible to vibrate when 
                                                      
282 Audio 3-6: Rodney Miller and Randy Miller, “Narissa Waltz/Larry’s Waltz,” on New 




playing octaves, it is certainly more difficult than vibrating on single notes or a more comfortable 
double stop position. Accordingly, the violinist should embrace a narrower vibrato range and use 
it mainly to keep the tone warm. Furthermore, upon returning to a single-voice melody in m. 
111, the violinist should continue to use a rather understated vibrato, at least where the melodic 
line remains fairly conjunct, through m. 114. As Ives begins to expand the range and sweep of 
the melodic line, such as between mm. 115–116 and mm. 120–124, the violinist can likewise 
increase the expressive qualities of the vibrato in reflection of the lush texture. 
Between mm. 115–124, the violin’s melodic line opens up significantly, with numerous 
leaps (mm. 115–116 and mm. 120–123), sweeping arpeggiated figures (m. 117 and m. 124), and 
exploration of the higher registers of the instrument (mm. 123–124). Accordingly, the music 
suggests a decidedly more Romantic style, which should be reflected through a greater width to 
and use of vibrato, as well as a richer tone. Portamenti on some of the larger leaps is certainly 
acceptable; in particular, I would slide into the zenith of this phrase: the A6 on the downbeat of 
m. 123. The quadruplets in mm. 117 and 124 should be performed quite squarely, to emphasize 
their sudden and stark deviation from the waltz. Finally, the violinist must heed one major 
publishing error on the downbeat of m. 124: the written G6 should be corrected to an E6.283 
Between mm. 125–133, Ives develops the refrain from “The Battle Cry of Freedom” 
through repetition and rhythmic diminution. At the beginning of this section, the music expresses 
a certain calm, evidenced by the slower tempo, lengthened rhythmic durations, and the stepwise 
contour of the paraphrased melody. This abrupt musical shift from the exuberance of the 
preceding section, along with the beat displacement in mm. 125–126, evokes a fiddler running 
                                                      
283 Gratovich, “Ives Second Violin Sonata,” 48. 
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out of energy or playing with rhythmic sloppiness. To highlight this impression, the violinist 
should play in first position with an airy bow stroke. Furthermore, I recommend that the violinist 
consider the daring approach of playing the A4 in m. 125 with the open string for a simple and 
less-refined sound. 
At m. 128, the musical intensity begins to wind up again, with a written-out accelerando 
in both instruments, as well as repetitious scales in the violin that ascend the instrument’s range. 
Ives indicates that the scales should all be played with separate bows, even as the rhythm 
quickens; however, I find that the line flows more freely with some slurring of this passage, 
particularly if keeping in mind the fiddler’s typical slurring patterns.284 In Example 3-17, I have 
notated a model slurring pattern that, with its slurring across beats and bar lines, might resemble 
a fiddler’s style of bowing.285 
 
Example 3-17: Slurring pattern to propel violin line forward 
 
Between mm. 134–139, Ives reprises the opening phrase of the waltz section, though 
somewhat condensed in length. Given the loud dynamic, this section should be played effusively, 
                                                      
284 Violinists such as Daniel Stepner do add in some slurs here, especially as the rhythmic energy 
increases. Ives, Violin Sonata no. 2, Stepner and Kirkpatrick. 
 
285 The violinist can feel free to modify this bowing as desired while keeping to the general 
framework of slurring across beats and bar lines. 
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albeit keeping in mind the same bow stroke phrasing as mm. 108–114. The violinist should play 
with full bows while allowing the sound to decay slightly on each stroke; this will emphasize the 
hemiola at mm. 134–135 while continuing to mimic the fiddler’s performance style. Vibrato 
should be warm yet focused, while small portamenti into mm. 137 and 139 will highlight these 
leaping intervals. 
At m. 140, Ives abruptly introduces a new motive: a rhythmic and metric transformation 
of material from mm. 134–137. Here, Ives instructs the violin to play quite heavily, with staccato 
and carat indications over every note between mm. 140–141.286 Accordingly, the violinist should 
play with a heavy and crisp bow stroke, keeping the bow close to the frog for additional bite and 
harshness. Ives notates some slur markings in m. 141; however, these are likely just phrasing 
indications. Therefore, the violinist should continue to play with separate bows in this measure, 
with the exception of hooking the last two notes up-bow, so that m. 142 can begin down-bow. 
An additional emphasis beyond the already-indicated carats on the first and third of the 
quintuplet eighth notes will delineate the indicated phrasing.287 
In mm. 145–162, Ives continues the rhythmic energy of mm. 140–144, developing a 
frenzied and off-kilter expression of the waltz through ever-shifting rhythmic and phrasing 
patterns. Curiously, throughout this section Ives directs the piano to be louder than the violin. 
However, the violinist should not take this directive too literally, as, given its textural density and 
                                                      
286 Whether or not the violin should continue this articulation through m. 144 is unclear, as no 
simile indication is written. 
 
287 As an added note of interest, in his final autograph, Ives added a voice to the left hand of the 
piano between mm. 140–145 that doubles the violin line three octaves lower. Although this 
addition was not included in the commercial publication by Schirmer, performers should 
consider adding it if desired. Kirkpatrick adds these notes in his recording with Daniel Stepner. 
“On Performing the Violin Sonatas,” 140; Ives, Violin Sonata no. 2, Stepner and Kirkpatrick. 
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inherent dynamic advantage, the piano voice will not have much trouble staying in the 
foreground; furthermore, the violin is not in a particularly advantageous register until after m. 
158. As in m. 141, the slurs in the violin part are likely intended to denote phrasing rather than 
actual slurs, as evidenced by the preponderance of staccato articulations. To accompany his 
presentation at the Ives Centennial Conference, Gratovich has notated a logical bowing for this 
passage.288 
Generally, violinists might gravitate towards performing the section from mm. 145–162 
in the lower half of the bow, with a forceful spiccato stroke and heavy accents on the carat 
indications. However, for two reasons, I suggest that the violinist try playing this entire passage 
on the string in the upper half of the bow. First of all, playing this passage in the upper half of the 
bow will naturally moderate the dynamic, placing the violin’s volume under that of the piano. 
However, to cut through the texture, the violinist will have to play with fire and exuberance. 
Secondly, this bow stroke and placement better matches the technique of the fiddler and will 
maintain a driving and even texture. In order to emphasize the carats, additional pressure and 
bow speed can be applied, which will give an appropriately jagged impulse to these accents. 
Between mm. 163–171, the violin breaks out into a series of vigorous parallel fourths. 
While the published score indicates that the lower notes of the double stops may be played ad 
libitum, Ives did not include this marking in either of his manuscripts.289 For this reason, and 
because the added notes greatly enhance the harmonic language, I suggest that violinists play the 
passage exactly as written. 
                                                      
288 Gratovich’s fully notated bowings for mm. 145–162 are printed on p. 134 of “On Performing 
the Violin Sonatas.” The bowings in my performing edition (Appendix B) are modeled on these 
bowings.  
 
289 Gratovich, “The Sonatas for Violin and Piano,” 106. 
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To borrow from the unrefined aesthetic of fiddling music, violinists should consider some 
fingering decisions that involve shifting between these double stops rather than fingering them 
all separately. Measures 163–165 are probably best performed with a change of fingering, in 
order to create clarity between these staccato notes. However, during the slurred double stops (m. 
166–170), I find it rather effective to use the same fingering in parallel motion, as this will 
connect these slurs more fully, and even allow violinists to slide between notes, heightening the 
rustic aesthetic. Example 3-18 illustrates complete fingering suggestions for m. 163–171. 
 
Example 3-18: Fingerings for double stops between mm. 163–71 
 
In mm. 171–174, Ives transitions to the third major section of the movement, winding 
down the ferocious energy of before during an extended ritardando that recalls motives from the 
opening of the waltz. Between mm. 173–174, I recommend staying entirely on the E string, 
embracing any portamenti that may result from shifting back and forth in m. 173. The resultant 
effect will be simultaneously expressive yet rustic, an appropriate reflection of the middle 




Third Section: mm. 175–231 
The barn dance returns rather abruptly at m. 175, indicated both by a return to driving 
arpeggiated gestures, as well as the expressive marking fast here, strike even. Curiously, the 
change back to duple meter is delayed by two measures to m. 177, the first of several examples 
of Ives fusing elements from the waltz section with this final barn dance impression.290 Where 
the quick arpeggiations return (mm. 176–177), the violinist should take care to move the right 
arm efficiently and place the bow near the balance point for the best string crossing leverage. 
One consideration here concerns the chord at the end of m. 177, as well as the subsequent slurred 
triplet arpeggio in m. 178. Since the notes of the chord and the arpeggio are almost identical, 
with the exception of the top voice changing from B5 to D6, I interpret the triplet sixteenth notes 
like a written-out broken chord. Ives may have decided to write an arpeggiation in m. 178 simply 
because an explicit triple stop involving the three written notes would be prohibitively 
difficult.291 As such, I recommend that violinists perform these two gestures in a similar manner 
to each other, by not delineating the arpeggiation in m. 178 too carefully, and, conversely, 
playing the chord (m. 177) with a broader and broken stroke. During both gestures, violinists 
should use a generous amount of bow with some grit to the sound. 
 
                                                      
290 Other borrowed elements include a continued quoting of “The Battle Cry for Freedom,” as 
well as a brief yet direct recall of the waltz between mm. 208–210. 
 
291 Daniel Stepner argues that a curious dotted rhythm in the Third Violin Sonata is similarly 
Ives’s means of writing out a broken chord. “On Performing the Violin Sonatas,” 135–36.  
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Example 3-19: Illustration of how to perform the chord in m. 177 
 
 
Between mm. 178–186, the violinist must consider an appropriate performance of Ives’s 
accent patterns, both for purely interpretational reasons, as well as to convey a convincing 
fiddling character. In mm. 178–180, these accents highlight Ives’s displacement of the melodic 
line by one-half beat. Therefore, the violinist must be sure to emphasize these accents accurately, 
performing the phrase as if the beat lands on the offbeats. This is somewhat troublesome at m. 
180, as the B5 on beat two is the highest note in the measure and yet should be softer than the 
surrounding notes. The violinist can mitigate this issue by ensuring that the G5 in m. 179 is on a 
down-bow, and then bowing as the notes come. To convey fiddling style, the violinist should 
execute these accents with a fast, sharp bow stroke, particularly where the accents are more 
spaced out between mm. 178–183. At m. 184–186, when Ives writes three or four accents in a 
row in order to highlight notes that quote “The Battle Cry of Freedom,” the violinist should use a 
rough stroke near the frog of the bow; during surrounding sixteenth note gestures, the bow stroke 
should scrub into the string for a rustic character. 
In the extended sixteenth note passage between mm. 186–191, the violinist must consider 
several difficulties. First and foremost, Ives clearly displaces the beat once again, indicated by 
the placement of both carat articulations and slur markings. This beat displacement mimics 
fiddling beat displacement, as these written slurs cross over the bar line into the downbeat. That 
being said, Ives also marks the notes staccato, suggesting that the slurs are simply phrasing 
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indications that reiterate the offbeat carats and direct the violinist not to emphasize downbeats. 
Therefore, the violinist should play the entire passage on separate bows rather than attempting 
any sort of alternating up- and down-bow staccato.  
To convey strength of sound, each carat should begin on down-bow. Although this might 
appear like a backwards bowing for a sixteenth note passage, the passage is not altogether 
awkward to play in this way. To successfully position the bow in a favorable direction and 
placement for these arpeggiations, violinists should retake the bow between the two G♯4s in m. 
186, and then keep the bow firmly into the string before hooking in another down-bow to begin 
the sixteenth notes. Where Ives removes the phrasing and carats (m. 190–191), violinists should 
continue with this same reversed bowing, as it will help create a sense of lift during the rising 
scale at the end of the phrase. Overall, the bow stroke during this passage should be relatively 
hammered, with additional pressure from the pointer finger on the carats; however, due to the 
copious number of string crossings, the wrist should remain flexible, and the upper arm as 
motionless as possible. One additional technical issue between mm. 186–191 involves finding a 
fingering solution for the awkward, highly-chromatic arpeggiations. Example 3-20 illustrates a 
fingering that I find quite successful at keeping the phrase flowing. 
 




When performed as written, with separate bows, the transitional gesture in m. 192 risks 
getting bogged down. Therefore, I suggest that the violinist add a pair of slurs over the scales to 
help mitigate this issue. Since Ives does not indicate any sort of phrasing preference, I suggest 
slurring across bar lines in a manner consistent with fiddling, which will propel this transitional 
gesture into the tremolo in m. 193. Example 3-20 demonstrates a suggested bowing, which 
begins up-bow to continue from the prior sixteenth notes, and also involves slurring directly into 
the tremolo on the downbeat of m. 193. 
From mm. 194–207, Ives crafts a melodic line that combines motives from “The White 
Cockade” and the “Battle Cry of Freedom.” Here, he directs the performers to strike in fast, even, 
and hard, indicating that he wants this fiddle tune theme played with strong tone and evenness of 
sound, regardless of rhythm or beat placement. As this mirrors classic New England fiddling 
style, it is important that violinists follow this suggestion by playing quite into the string, 
particularly during sixteenth notes, while using fast, separated bow strokes on longer rhythms in 
order to evenly emphasize each note of the phrase. 
Maintaining this even stroke may be difficult at the octave double stops at m. 201–202; 
however, a fast-moving bow will assist in helping these double stops to ring clearly and freely. 
To negotiate this passage from a left-hand perspective, the violinist should consider my fingering 
suggestion in Example 3-21, which tries to balance staying on the E string as long as possible 
with the technical difficulties of the arpeggiation into the octaves. 
 
Example 3-21: Fingering to keep mm. 199–202 on the E string 
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At mm. 208–209, Ives abruptly reprises the middle waltz section, evidenced by a sudden 
switch to 3/4 time, as well as a presentation of the “Battle Cry of Freedom” theme in the same 
rhythmic and melodic context as mm. 134–135.292 For this fleeting passage, the violinist should 
adhere to a romantic stylistic context in contrast with the driving and even energy surrounding 
the passage. More specifically, they should vibrate effusively to express heightened emotional 
energy, while the bow stroke should be quite sustained. By m. 210, Ives rhythmically transforms 
the melody to transition back to the driving, fiddle-tune influenced music; therefore, at this 
measure, the bow stroke should return to a strong, even, and separated stroke. 
Between mm. 212–213, Ives writes three ornamental gestures that should be slurred 
together for propulsive effect. Example 3-22 outlines my suggestion, which involves slurring 
across beats and bar lines to resemble fiddling technique and highlight the syncopations across 
the measures. While playing these slurs, the violinist should throw the bow quickly in order to 
highlight bow changes, emphasize the accent on beat two of m. 212, and lend a recklessly 
exuberant air to the phrase. Despite switching to an accompaniment role, the violinist should 
maintain this energy through mm. 214–215 by pulling vibrant, full bows on the quarter notes. 
The carat in m. 217 should be jagged and jarring, almost as if the note was accented by 
accident.293 
 
                                                      
292 The outer voices of the piano part at mm. 208–209 are similarly copied from mm. 134–135. 
  
293 The real reason that Ives probably accented this note in particular is to highlight the cross 
rhythm between the violin part in duple versus the piano part in a functional triple meter as a 
result of the accent pattern in triplets. However, it seems like a particularly jarring use of the 
carat accent, which in my opinion should be highlighted. 
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Example 3-22: Additional slurs across beats and bar lines in mm. 212–214 
 
Between mm. 218–222, Ives uses an extended scalar passage in the violin to drive 
towards a climactic G6 on the downbeat of m. 223. Where the triplets are written with separate 
bows (mm. 218–219), violinists should be sure to strike each note evenly and energetically while 
keeping the bow in the lower half to take advantage of the heavy weight of the frog. When 
playing the written slurs in mm. 220–221, the bow arm should open up, driving the bow quickly 
to highlight the implied accent pattern created by the slurs. To perform the passage in m. 222, I 
offer a slurring suggestion as illustrated in Example 3-23; these slurs will continue to propel the 
gesture forwards, rather than risking any stodginess during the sixteenth note triplets. 
 
Example 3-23: Recommended slurs and bowings for mm. 222–224 
 
The final phrase (mm. 223–231) draws the movement to a rousing, virtuosic close. 
Accordingly, violinists should amplify their vibrato usage, and maintain energy in the bow stroke 
throughout the phrase. While an exuberant vibrato is foreign to true fiddling style, it is necessary 
here to maintain intensity as the movement draws to a close. In mm. 228–229, violinists should 
use as much bow as necessary to maintain tension throughout the held C6, so long as they avoid 
changing the bow directly on the downbeat of m. 229. The G6 in m. 230 should be placed on a 
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separate bow regardless of the indicated slur; I recommend placing it on an up-bow to bring a 
desirable lift to the phrase immediately before the final dyad.294 Given Ives’s indications to play 
this double stop (m. 231) staccato, accented, and sforzando, violinists should strike the note 
heavily at the frog of bow with an immediate release of the bow into the air; this will allow the 
sound to ring in spite of the short articulation. 
  
Performance Analysis of Movement III: “The Revival” 
The third movement, “The Revival,” is a setting of the hymn tune Nettleton (Example 3-
24).295 As if in reflection of the movement’s title, Ives uses the cumulative setting structure to 
slowly unfurl the full hymn tune while simultaneously building up the musical energy over the 
course of the movement. As the music increases in vigor, the violin part mimics or adopts 
gestures that are characteristic of folk and fiddle performance. 
 
Example 3-24: Nettleton melody 
 
                                                      
294 Hébert, Fiddling Demystified, 12. 
 
295 Ives quotes or sets this hymn in several works, including his two string quartets and the 
Fourth Symphony. Henderson, The Charles Ives Tunebook, 282. 
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Largo, mm. 1–29 
The third movement opens quite slowly and subdued, with Ives’s rich harmonic palette 
helping to shape a mysterious aesthetic. Musical elements such as the prominent use of the 
whole-tone series in the piano at mm. 6–7, the lush extended harmonies that follow in mm. 8–12, 
and a request for the pianist to blur together the texture at mm. 15–19 contribute to this hazy yet 
colorful atmosphere.296 Likewise, the violinist should explore a wide range of expressive tone 
colors and vibrato. For example, a shimmery, almost glass-like vibrato should accompany the 
falling whole-tone series in m. 11, while moments like mm. 1–2 should be played in higher 
positions on lower strings for a darker tone color. Additionally, although this section is perhaps 
not directly fiddling-inspired, the violinist can borrow one element of the fiddling technique by 
sliding into large leaps, such as in m. 2 and m. 11.  
The first possible hints of folk influence surface beginning in m. 15. Even as Ives 
continues to set the Nettleton tune in a harmonically complex context, he accompanies it with 
simple pizzicato open string double stops in the violin, a gesture that could possibly allude to 
other plucked string instruments such as the guitar or banjo. To mimic the tone of such 
instruments, the violinist should pluck with a light strumming motion of the finger that travels 
slightly in the direction of the scroll, which will result in a soft yet resonant tone. 
 In mm. 20–21, Ives briefly hints at a more upbeat yet texturally simple musical setting. In 
the piano part, Ives states a fragment from the second half of Nettleton, albeit transposed to the 
Dorian mode, over a violin accompaniment of alternating double stops that require use of an 
open string. The modal harmony, the timbre of the open strings, and the relative simplicity of the 
                                                      
296 Nettleton’s opening motive is a descending three-note scale in whole steps, the likely 
derivation of the prominence of the whole-tone series throughout this opening section. 
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melodic line contribute characteristic associations with folk music. During this passage, the 
violinist should play these double stops with little to no vibrato to keep the sound pure, while the 
bow stroke should decay quickly so as to keep each half note gently staccato. 
 In Ivesian fashion, this stylistic turn does not last long, with the slower, more 
harmonically rich music returning between mm. 22–25. Here, the piano and violin state the 
opening of Nettleton in canon at the augmented fourth in a momentary, yet mysterious and 
highly dissonant interlude. In mm. 26–29, Ives repeats and extends the phrase introduced in mm. 
20–21, this time with the violin presenting the simple modal melody. To maintain an open 
sonority, the violinist should perform this melody in first position as a fiddler would, with liberal 
use of the open strings. 
Between mm. 26–29, Ives indicates several slurs that should be followed mostly as 
written to emphasize a hemiola between the violin and piano.297 Additionally, to highlight folk-
like aspects of this particular phrase, I suggest adding in one more slur: on the first and second 
beats of m. 27, the motive E–F♯–G should be slurred together so that this triplet ornamental 
figure slurs across the beat and into the apex of the melodic line (Example 3-25). 
 
Example 3-25: Suggested bowing changes between mm. 26–29 
                                                      
297 The one exception being that the violinist should separate the two D5s on beats five and six of 
m. 26. 
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Allegretto, mm. 30–79 
Following the brief, alternating hints in mm. 20–21 and 26–29, Ives breaks fully into 
more spirited music at m. 30, indicated both by the structural change of tempo, as well as 
increased activity in the piano texture. As the music continues to intensify, so too do the 
impressions of fiddling style in the violin, as will be detailed in the subsequent analysis.  
From m. 30 through the end of the movement, violinists must remain aware of their 
vibrato usage, which should be tempered in intensity to best mimic fiddle style. Although the 
majority of fiddlers would not use much, if any vibrato in fast playing, even during a particularly 
fiery tune, I feel this section of the movement would suffer musically with a blanket avoidance 
of vibrato.298 Therefore, to best reflect the fiddler’s technique, I recommend that the violinist 
vibrate with a relatively narrow and focused oscillation that varies in speed with the intensity of 
the section, excepting a couple of noted non-vibrato sections. 
 Between mm. 30–33, Ives briefly develops the opening phrase of Nettleton within a new 
harmonic context built around quartal and quintal patterns in the key of E major. During this 
transitional phrase, the violin punches out several interjectory chords over the piano’s melody. 
As the first and third of these chords must use the open strings for voicing reasons, the violinist 
should avoid vibrating throughout this passage in order to maintain a consistent open and folk-
like timbre. In my opinion, these chords should be played as close to simultaneously as possible, 
with an attack near the frog of the bow, which will result in a rather cacophonous and brash tonal 
quality. To execute this successfully, the violinist must quickly and efficiently hop the first finger 
over from the G string to the A string when playing the two fully fingered chords. 
                                                      
298 Reiner and Anick, Old Time Fiddling, 19. 
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The energetic tenor of the music continues through mm. 34–44, with undulating piano 
arpeggiations accompanying a spinning violin melody. Here, Ives develops the second half of 
Nettleton, presenting a simplified, pentatonic paraphrase of the original tune. During the slurred 
phrase, the violinist should use full bows, defining the accents with a combination of fast bow 
speed and added pressure. During the separated bows in mm. 40–44, the violinist should move 
the bow solely from the forearm at the upper half of the bow in order to match the fiddler’s even 
yet lively bow stroke. Curiously, the accent in m. 41 is rather out of place, as it emphasizes a 
particularly weak beat of the phrase; in my opinion, the violinist should accent this note with a 
jarring articulation, as if imitating a fiddler’s heavy, unrefined stroke. 
Between mm. 42–44, the violinist should stay on the E string the entire time, in order to 
both mimic a fiddler’s conception of the melody, as well as to keep the sound clear and even. In 
continuation of Ives’s building up of the movement’s energy, the violinist should move the bow 
with vigor, even allowing the sound to become strident, particularly where the carat is indicated. 
In mm. 45–48, Ives reprises mm. 26–29, albeit in a more intense dynamic range. During this 
statement, the violinist should separate or retake the bow as needed so that the fortissimo 
dynamic and accent articulations are not inhibited by a lack of bow.299 In Example 3-26 I offer 
alternative bowings for this section that aim to preserve Ives’s phrasing while allowing for a 
more idiomatic and powerful performance of the fortissimo dynamic. 
 
                                                      
299 This is the first fortissimo dynamic in the entire movement. 
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Example 3-26: Bowing changes between mm. 45–48  
 
In the subsequent section (mm. 49–60), Ives develops both halves of the Nettleton 
melody. As before, the bow drives the majority of the stylistic elements of this section, both in 
terms of stroke and of notated bowings. A key consideration in the first phrase involves Ives’s 
slurs across the bar line in mm. 49–51, as, whether intentional or not, this prominently features a 
crucial element of New England fiddling style.300 To convey this phrasing, the violinist should 
exaggerate the natural diminuendo of the slur by rapidly releasing the tension and bow speed 
over the course of an otherwise forceful bow stroke. This will highlight the changes of register 
and lend the phrase a natural dancing lilt. Throughout this entire phrase, the violinist should use 
an abundance of bow in order to continue spinning the fiery intensity. All the accents in this 
phrase should be heavily stressed, so as to highlight Ives’s quirky insistence on emphasizing the 
weakest beat of the original Nettleton theme. Furthermore, the violinist should attempt to make 
the open A grace note in m. 50 seem unintentional, as if the note sounds only as a result of a 
messy string crossing from the D to the E strings. 
In the subsequent phrase, which is dominated by driving eighth notes, the violinist should 
continue to keep the bow stroke intense yet even by pressing the bow firmly into the string and 
consciously maintaining textural uniformity amidst the frequent interval leaps. Even though it 
                                                      
300 Reiner and Anick, Old Time Fiddling, 47–51.  
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might be jarring to classical ears, the downbeat of m. 53 should be played with the open E string 
to heighten allusions to fiddle style as the music continues to intensify. Although the eighth notes 
should generally be played evenly, syncopated notes such as in mm. 55–56 should be 
emphasized in imitation of a fiddler getting slightly off beat. These syncopations, as well as the 
driving quarter and dotted quarter notes to follow between mm. 57–59 should be struck heavily 
with the bow. 
From the third beat of m. 60 through m. 77, the Nettleton theme is presented to its fullest 
extent in an effusive statement in G major in the violin over a driving, thick ostinato in the piano 
(Example 3-27). This final statement follows the phrase structure of the entirety of Nettleton with 
the exception of the fourth and final phrase, which is incomplete. Rather, this thematic statement 
concludes in mm. 73–77 with melodic elaborations of the beginning of the fourth phrase, a three-
note motive B–A–G.   
 
Example 3-27: Full statement of Nettleton theme in the violin part, mm. 60–75 
 
In this final and nearly complete tune statement, Ives brings the fullest impression of 
fiddling style into the music, primarily through frequent added melodic embellishments. These 
include parallel double stops (mm. 64, 68–69, and 76–77), triple and quadruple stop chords using 
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the lower open strings (mm. 62–72), and grace notes (mm. 65 and 74–75). These types of 
ornaments are commonly used by fiddle players in improvising their variations on a tune.301 
Through his use of these ornaments, Ives’s setting of Nettleton in mm. 60–77 resembles 
characteristics of the New England style of melodic fiddling variation, in which the basic melody 
is fully recognizable amid minor rhythmic alterations and conservative embellishments.302 
Therefore, the violinist must consider some approaches to performing these ornamentations that 
will intensify this imitation of fiddling style. 
Conventionally, in sections such as mm. 60–63 and 70–73, violinists would aim to place 
both the first beat of each measure and each accented chord on a down-bow for maximum 
emphasis on both notes. However, in the given passages, doing so would require several retakes 
of the bow, and therefore result in unavoidable breaks in the sound. Therefore, I advocate that 
violinists should begin the anacrusis to m. 61 on an up-bow and play essentially as the bow 
comes, printed slurs notwithstanding, through m. 77, ignoring that several of the first beats will 
not fall on down-bows. Doing so will place all but one of the triple or quadruple stop chords on a 
down-bow, which will preserve Ives’s accents and assist the violinist’s technical performance of 
the chords.303 Furthermore, fiddlers frequently reverse bowing directions in this manner to 
provide a lifted feeling to downbeats.304 The resulting ability to play with a more legato and 
                                                      
301 Spielman, “Traditional North American Fiddling,” 415. 
 
302 Ibid., 411. 
 
303 In m. 71, one modification—a double up-bow on the first beat from E to D—will solve the 
problem of the chord on the second beat. 
 
304 Hébert, Fiddling Demystified, 12. 
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connected tone will better mimic New England fiddle style, and lend a rustic, less finessed 
aesthetic to a performance. 
In mm. 64–65 and 68–69, the repeated double stop fifths mimic a fiddle player tuning or 
playing on the open strings, an effect that can be convincingly conveyed through attention to the 
bow stroke.305 The violinist should crisply define the beginning of each stroke by pulling or 
pushing the pointer finger on the bow stick, almost as in the same manner as executing pizzicato, 
and then quickly release into a fast, full bow by freely moving from the elbow. This will pull as 
much resonance as possible from the strings and is particularly important when executing the 
E4–B4 double stops in m. 68, which will naturally sound duller from being fully stopped with 
the first finger. In addition, refraining from vibrato on the fingered fifths in m. 68 will replicate 
the pure tone of the open fifths. The grace note in m. 65 should come from the open A string, 
performed in this case as if the string was accidentally struck by the bow in transitioning back to 
the start of the phrase from the prior open string double stops.306 
At the start of the fourth phrase (mm. 73–75), the addition of grace notes decorates Ives’s 
transformations of the B–A–G motive. To effectively convey the fiddling aesthetic, the most 
significant consideration concerns the choice of fingerings between the grace notes and main 
notes (Example 3-28). By shifting on the second finger between the G5–B5 on beat two of m. 73 
and beat one of m. 75, performers can subtly invoke another typical fiddling ornament, the 
slide.307 For the remaining grace notes between mm. 74–75, violinists should use fingerings that 
                                                      
305 Thompson, “The Fourth Sonata,” 93. 
 
306 Spielman, “Traditional North American Fiddling,” 337. 
 
307 Ibid., 449. 
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make use of the open E string, since open strings are traditionally used by fiddlers where 
possible.308 The grace notes from the interval G5–E5 particularly resemble the percussive Irish 
ornament of the flick, and therefore should be played quite rapidly with a sharp pointer finger 
accent on the bow.309 
 
Example 3-28: Fingerings and added accents for mm. 72–75 
 
Decisions regarding fingerings also factor significantly in performing mm. 76–77, a 
passage in which Ives transforms the B–A–G motive into an improvisatory gesture in parallel 
sixths; he directs performers to repeat these two measures two to three times while slowing down 
and getting softer. To solve the technical challenge of the double stops, a violinist would 
typically opt for a fingering that keeps most of the passage in the same position: either entirely in 
first position or starting in second position at the beginning of m. 76 to avoid the use of the 
fourth finger. Generally, either of these approaches eliminates some shifting and results in a 
cleaner technical execution to the passage. However, to keep in character with the fiddling 
aesthetic of the preceding section, the natural sliding from repeated shifting is desirable.310 An 
alternative fingering to achieve this less polished sound entails shifting between the slurred B5–
D5 and A5–C5 double stops on the same two fingers: I suggest the second and third fingers for 
                                                      
308 Stephen Wade, The Beautiful Music All Around Us: Field Recordings and the American 
Experience (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2012), 343. 
 
309 Hébert, Fiddling Demystified, 23. 
 
310 “On Performing the Violin Sonatas,” 128. 
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freedom of vibrato, and so the G5–B4 double stop preceding the second beat of m. 77 can be 
sharply articulated as Ives indicates by changing to the first and second fingers. Example 3-29 
elaborates this fingering in full. 
 
Example 3-29: Fingering suggestion for mm. 76–77 to promote sliding 
 
Curiously, certain violinists, namely Patricia Travers and Daniel Stepner, do not play 
mm. 76–77 exactly as notated. Rather, both performers modify the notated rhythm of the lower 
voice with each repetition, effectively improvising around the general melodic contour of the 
gesture.311 This improvisatory attitude is quite fitting to the fiddling aesthetic, and therefore the 
violinist may consider this approach to the repeated gesture. Stepner’s recording with John 
Kirkpatrick demonstrates both this slight rhythmic modification, as well as noticeable sliding 
between the parallel double stops (Audio 3-7).312 
 
                                                      
311 In a letter to Harmony and Charles Ives dated August 31, 1944, Kirkpatrick refers to these 
“slight variations,” even suggesting that they be fully written out in the score. John Kirkpatrick 
to Charles and Harmony Ives, August 31, 1944, in Owens, Selected Correspondence, 304. 
 
312 Additionally, listeners will note one other deviation from the written score: Stepner and 
Kirkpatrick do not end this repeated gesture together. More specifically, Kirkpatrick does not 
observe the written ritardando, and continues playing for two beats past the decay of Stepner’s 
sound. Audio 3-7: Charles Ives, Violin Sonata no. 2, Daniel Stepner and John Kirkpatrick, 





 The following discussion summarizes selected recordings of the Second Violin Sonata 
that, in my opinion, reflect some of the performance ideals or suggestions that I detailed in my 
analysis. Furthermore, one of these recordings is of particular significance due to the violinist’s 
personal connections with Ives. While I exhort performers to listen to many recordings as part of 
their performance preparation, I recommend these specific recordings for an aural representation 
of rustic or fiddle-inspired elements in performance.313 
 
Patricia Travers, violin, and Otto Herz, piano, recorded April 17, 1950, Columbia  
Masterworks ML-2169, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xHXOykfdwhI. 
 
 This is the earliest complete recording of the Second Violin Sonata, recorded near the end 
of Ives’s life. Travers had the opportunity to meet with Ives in the same year as the recording, 
presumably in connection with this performance.314 Although this performance is steeped in the 
romantic-inspired ideals of mid-twentieth-century violin playing, such as beauty of tone and 
expressiveness of vibrato, Travers manages to convey elements of the rustic aesthetic, 
particularly during the second movement. For example, she slides frequently between notes, 
which, while reflecting the stylistic preferences of the mid-twentieth century, also lends the 
performance a less careful or finessed air. Additionally, in places such as mm. 58–67 of the 
second movement, Travers makes certain extraneous bow or finger sounds, which, rather than 
detracting from the performance, add to its overall impression of the rustic fiddling barn dance.  
                                                      
313 The Charles Ives Society has compiled an inclusive, up-to-date online discography of 
recordings of this sonata, available here: https://charlesives.org/discography?page=15. 
 
314 Owens, Selected Correspondence, 358. 
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Travers’s performance also exemplifies the idea that Ives’s scores are fluid and somewhat 
mutable. For example, she adds octaves above notes frequently, perhaps to showcase her noted 
virtuosity.315 Furthermore, the performers take time quite liberally, including places without any 
rubato or tempo markings. These elements, along with the other aforementioned effects, are quite 
effective at conveying a performance that balances clear polish and command of the work with a 
rustic and improvisatory aesthetic. While the performance may not be directly inspired by fiddle 
music, it certainly presents elements that diverge from a classical approach. 
 
Gregory Fulkerson, violin, and Robert Shannon, piano, Bridge Records BCD 9024A/B,  
1991, CD. 
 
 In this recording, Fulkerson and Shannon present a particularly whimsical performance of 
the Second Violin Sonata that explores extremes of rubato, and persuasively conveys Ives’s 
abrupt changes of character. The performers are exceptionally liberal with their interpretation of 
the score, particularly regarding rhythm and tempo. For example, listeners who are well-
acquainted with the piece will likely be caught off-guard by some unexpected yet intentional 
time-taking in mm. 79–80 of the second movement. Here, the performers overstate and thus 
emphasize the change in piano rhythm between these two measures.316 Other examples to this 
effect abound, particularly in the second movement, although none is quite so extreme. 
In his performance, Fulkerson conveys the vibrant spirit of fiddling style through 
extensive sliding and exaggeration of articulations such as accents and carats. However, his tone 
color rarely veers into a rough or unpolished aesthetic, and instead maintains a certain beauty and 
                                                      
315 These added octaves are sprinkled throughout the performance but are most noticeable at the 
ends of the second and third movements. 
 
316 Ironically, as noted by Gratovich, this difference is probably an error in the printed score. 
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resonance in line with typical classical performance. His interpretation illustrates how violinists 
may approach or even push the limits of infusing the piece with an eclectic, quirky, or rustic flair 
while still adhering to elements of the classical aesthetic such as tonal clarity and extensive use 
of vibrato. 
 
Glenn Dicterow, violin, and Israela Margalit, piano, recorded July 9–10, 1995, Warner  
Classics 2344502, 2008, CD. 
 
 Dicterow’s performance of both the first and second movements of this sonata presents a 
conscious and outward exploration of the timbres and stylistic tendencies of fiddling music while 
always maintaining a resonant tone and facile left-hand technique. In the first movement, he 
accomplishes this primarily through timbral affects, such as playing certain notes on open strings 
or non-vibrato, as well as with a deeper and coarser sound. Furthermore, his tone in sections like 
mm. 43–50 exemplify the airy agility of the fiddler’s stroke. 
In the second movement, Dicterow expands on Ives’s score by adding in extra 
embellishments such as ornamental turns (m. 70), slides (mm. 42, 88, 113–127), and even 
playing sul ponticello (mm. 74–80). Additionally, the spirit of his interpretation embodies the 
whimsical nature of fiddling music, with frequent changes of articulation, a wide palette of tonal 
colors, and a more liberal approach to rubato or even rhythmic notation. For example, in mm. 
60–63, he slightly expands upon Ives’s written-out ritardando, both by actually slowing the 
tempo, and by slightly adjusting the rhythms. While he maintains great clarity of pitch and tonal 
resonance throughout the entire movement, Dicterow is not afraid to allow grittiness into his 




Hansheinz Schneeburger, violin, and Daniel Cholette, piano, ECM New Series ECM 1605,  
1999, CD. 
  
 The distinguishing characteristic of this performance is Schneeburger’s willingness to 
explore unusual or even conventionally unpleasant tonal and timbral colors in an effort to convey 
the exuberant yet rustic fiddling aesthetic. In particular, the whirlwind ending of the third 
movement displays this approach, with Schneeburger exhibiting a thoroughly exciting yet rather 
harsh tone. Throughout the entire sonata, he clearly favors fingerings that are more reflective of 
the fiddling aesthetic, such as using the open strings, even if doing so results in a jarring sound or 
disrupts the evenness of a phrase. Finally, in the second movement, he is apt to keep the bow into 
the string during sixteenth notes, as a fiddler would, rather than allowing it to bounce in spiccato. 
Although Schneeburger purposely explores a coarse or harsh tonal palette, it is clear he has 
technical command over the piece, as he plays with pure intonation, and excels at certain 
technical difficulties, such as exaggerating the accents in mm. 92–93 of the second movement.317 
                                                      
317 Schneeburger’s exploration of tone color is not limited to just the Second Sonata; for 
example, he begins the Fourth Sonata essentially sul ponticello to give the sound an intensely 




In a letter to the Ives family, John Kirkpatrick casually refers to the Second Violin Sonata 
as a “fiddle sonata.”318 While he likely meant this expression endearingly, this dissertation has 
demonstrated that this colloquial title is actually an apt description. Therefore, when performing 
the Second Violin Sonata, violinists should explore a wealth of interpretational possibilities that 
emphasize Ives’s direct quotation of fiddle music, as well as any allusions to fiddling style or the 
folk aesthetic. 
This dissertation approached the performance practice of Ives’s music in a novel way, by 
prioritizing replication of the technique and performance style of the genre of non-classical 
music quoted or referenced by Ives—in this case, New England fiddling music. This type of 
analysis is significant, as it facilitates performances that strive for an authentic emulation of 
Ives’s source music. This method can be applied to further performance-based studies of Ives’s 
works, both as relates to fiddling music, as well as other genres of music that Ives quotes or 
mimics. 
Jan Swafford writes that “all the [Violin] Sonatas are suffused with memories 
of…square-dance fiddle playing.”319 I initially intended to analyze all four of these sonatas and 
identify fiddle parodies or gestures that violinists can highlight in their performance; however, 
this proved to be an unrealistic undertaking, particularly due to the scope of material in the 
second sonata alone. Further research can explore the other three sonatas in much the same vein 
                                                      
318 John Kirkpatrick to Harmony Ives, November 28, 1944, in Owens, Selected Correspondence, 
309. 
 
319 Jan Swafford, “Ives the Man: His Life,” Charles Ives Society, accessed July 8, 2020, 
https://charlesives.org/ives-man-his-life. 
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as I have done with the Second Violin Sonata, and thus complete a performers’ guide to fiddling 
in the violin sonatas. 
Of the remaining unanalyzed sonatas, the fourth likely provides the most material to 
explore in this context. In this sonata, important considerations include tone color, vibrato, and 
general stylistic execution during passages that involve held double stop drones, resemble cross-
tunings, or explicitly involve the open strings; such passages are present in all three movements. 
Additionally, issues of fiddle-inspired bow stroke demand further investigation, especially during 
thematic material and shuffle rhythm gestures in the first movement. An analysis of this sonata 
might also involve performance aspects of the rustic aesthetic such as sliding between pitches 
and roughness of tone color, particularly in the brief yet rollicking third movement. 
Analyzing fiddling connections in the other two sonatas requires digging a little deeper. 
The First Violin Sonata, despite its relatively standard structural presentation, intense rhythmic 
and harmonic complexities, and obvious influence of hymnody, contains some rather interesting 
fiddle-like gestures that invite further analysis and investigation. The first movement particularly 
resembles that of the Second Violin Sonata, as it begins with a slow, serious introduction, but 
then later involves elements of the fiddling style such as brief ornamental interludes (mm. 52–
53), as well as the clear mimicking of fiddling drones (mm. 126–134). The last movement seems 
particularly fiddle-inspired at the Più Allegretto in mm. 41–51, thus meriting a discussion of bow 
stroke and bowing. The Third Violin Sonata may involve elements of fiddling style in the jig-like 
“Verse III” of the first movement, as well as the ragtime-inspired second movement. Most of 
these interpretive possibilities will deal with issues of appropriate bow stroke, emphasizing 
Ives’s ornamental gestures, and using a rough or rustic tone color when warranted. 
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In addition to the other violin sonatas, future research can tackle similar issues in other 
compositions by Ives in which he extensively features stringed instruments and directly quotes 
fiddle tunes or actively imitates fiddling style. Examples include the final movement of the 
Second Symphony, as well as Washington’s Birthday. More specifically, an analytical study of 
proper fiddling bow stroke, as well as the phrasing implications of slurs and shuffle bowing 
patterns would greatly enhance a fiddle-inspired interpretation of these two works. Such analysis 
is also appropriate for the second movement of the Piano Trio, in which Ives clearly mimics 
fiddling style in the violin and cello parts, even though the actual quotation of fiddle tunes is 
relatively fleeting.320 
Finally, this project suggests the exploration, from a performance perspective, of other 
non-classical genres that Ives alludes to, quotes, or parodies in his violin sonatas. Of these, 
ragtime particularly comes to mind, as, like fiddling, it is a musical genre with which classical 
violinists may have little practical experience. While the genre is primarily associated with piano 
music, it originated from earlier Black fiddle and banjo music and was further developed by 
minstrel musicians, including violinists.321 These influential predecessors suggest a couple 
modalities by which the relationship between stringed instrument performance and ragtime 
might be explored. Judith Tick has already produced an analytical study of ragtime in Ives’s 
music that incorporates the second movement of the Third Violin Sonata; however, I struggle to 
find any research that approaches this movement from a performance-based perspective. In 
addition to this heavily rag-inspired movement, Ives also quotes ragtime tunes in the second 
movement of the second sonata, and, according to William C. Thompson, seems to allude to its 
                                                      
320 Henderson, The Charles Ives Tunebook, 284–85. 
 
321 Wells, “Fiddling as an Avenue,” 145. 
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general stylistic characteristics in the last movement of the fourth sonata.322 These examples 
suggest that connections between the ragtime genre and Ives’s violin music is worthy of further 
performance-based study. 
This dissertation has modeled an innovative way of analyzing and interpreting the music 
of Charles Ives through an examination and application of the performance practices of quoted 
source music such as New England fiddling music. Through an analysis of the Second Violin 
Sonata, I demonstrated specific ways in which an interpretation can be shaped by a greater 
understanding of fiddling style. This method of analysis can enrich the performance and study of 
other works in which Ives mimics or quotes fiddling music or other non-classical genres. 
  
                                                      




Corrections to Schirmer Publication of the Second Violin Sonata 
 
 
S: Score VP: Violin Part 
Location Error/Correction 
S/VP: Mvt. 1, m. 18 Violin: F♯4 should only be a quarter note long 
S/VP: Mvt. 2, m. 14 Violin: add accent to second beat F4 
S/VP: Mvt. 2, m. 79 Piano: right hand should enter on fourth sixteenth note of 
beat 1, matching m. 80 
Violin: carat articulations and slurring should match m. 80 
S/VP: Mvt. 2, m. 124 Violin: downbeat should be an E6 instead of G6 
S/VP: Mvt. 2, m. 166 Violin: add accents to beats one and two (G and C) 
VP: Mvt. 2, m. 193 Violin: add crescendo through beats one and two 
VP: Mvt. 3, m. 32 Violin: D4–B5–E5 chord should be two tied eighth notes in 








The included performance edition of the Second Violin Sonata violin part rectifies all 
noted errors pertaining to the Schirmer edition of the score and violin part. This edition also 
includes my suggestions of fingerings, bow usage, interpretive considerations, and modifications 
to the original bowing or slurs. All expressive and articulation markings originally written by 
Ives are retained. The following key defines added abbreviations used throughout the edition: 
 
KEY 
W.B. — whole bow 
L.H. — lower half of the bow 
U.H. — upper half of the bow 
Fr. — near the frog of the bow 
 
non vib. — play without vibrato for indicated duration 
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